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Résumé 

Dans cette thèse, la performance du système CDMA à chevauchement optique (OV

CDMA) au niveau de la couche de contrôle d ' accès au support (MAC) et l' allocation des 

ressources au niveau de la couche physique (PRY) sont étudiées. Notre but est d 'apporter 

des améliorations pour des applications à débits multiples en répondant aux exigences de 

délai minimum tout en garantissant la qualité de service (QoS). Nous proposons de combiner 

les couches PRY et MAC par une nouvelle approche d'optimisation de performance qui 

consolide l' efficacité potentielle des réseaux optiques. Pour atteindre notre objectif, nous 

réalisons plusieurs étapes d ' analyse. 

Tout d ' abord, nous suggérons le protocole S-ALOHA/OV-CDMA optique pour sa 

simplicité de contrôler les transmissions optiques au niveau de la couche liaison. Le débit du 

réseau, la latence de transmission et la stabilité du protocole sont ensuite évalués. 

L'évaluation prend en considération les caractéristiques physiques du système OY -CDMA, 

représentées par la probabilité de paquets bien reçus. Le système classique à traitement 

variable du gain (YPG) du CDMA, ciblé pour les applications à débits multiples, et le 

protocole MAC «round-robin» récepteur/émetteur (R31), initialement proposé pour les 

réseaux par paquets en CDMA optique sont également pris en compte. L'objectif est 

d ' évaluer comparativement la performance du S-ALOHA/OY-CDMA en termes de 

l' immunité contre l'interférence d'accès lTIultiple (MAI) et les variations des charges du 

trafic. Les résultats montrent que les performances peuvent varier en ce qui concerne le 

choix du taux de transmission et la puissance de transmission optique au niveau de la couche 

PRY. 

Ainsi , nous proposons un schéma de répartition optimale des ressources pour allouer des 

taux de transmission à chevauchement optique et de puissance optique de transmission dans 

le système OY -CDMA comme des ressources devant être optimalement et équitablement 

réparties entre les utilisateurs qui sont regroupés dans des classes de différentes qualités de 

service. La condition d'optimalité est basée sur la maximisation de la capacité par utilisateur 

- - - - ------------< 
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de la couche PHY. De ce fait, un choix optimal des ressources physiques est maintenant 

possible, mais il n 'est pas équitable entre les classes. 

Par conséquent, pour améliorer la performance de la couche liaison tout en éliminant le 

problème d ' absence d ' équité, nous proposons comme une approche unifiée un schéma 

équitable et optimal pour l'allocation des ressources fondé sur la qualité de service pour des 

multiplexages temporels des réseaux par paquets en CDMA à chevauchement optique. 

Enfin, nous combinons cette dernière approche avec le protocole MAC dans un problème 

d'optimisation d'allocation équitable des ressources à contrainte de délai afin de mieux 

améliorer le débit du réseau et le délai au niveau de la couche liaison avec allocation 

équitable et optimale des ressources au niveau de la couche PHY. 



Abstract 

In this dissertation, the performance of the optical overlapped CDMA (OV -CDMA) 
/ 

system at the medium access control (MAC) layer of the optical packet network and the 

resource allocation at the physical (pRY) layer are investigated. Our purpose is to bring 

improvements for the multi-rate applications meeting minimum delay requirements and 

quality of service (QoS) guarantee. The proposaI consists of combining the PHY and the 

MAC layers through a novel approach of performance optimization which consolidates the 

potential efficiency of optical networks. To achieve our objective, we carry out several steps 

of analysis. 

First, we suggest optical S-ALOHA/OV -CDMA protocol for its simplicity to control the 

optical transmissions from the link layer. The network throughput, the transmission latency 

and the stability of the protocol are then evaluated. The evaluation takes into consideration 

the physical characteristics of the OV -CDMA system represented by the correct packet 

probability. The classical variable processing gain (VPG) CDMA system for multi-rate 

applications and the round robin receiver/transmitter (R3T) MAC protocol, originally 

proposed for optical CDMA packet networks are also considered. The aim is to 

comparatively assay the performance of S-ALOHA/OV -CDMA in terms of rnultiple-access 

interference (MAI) immunity and traffic load variations. The results show that the 

performance can vary with respect to the choice of the transmission rate and the optical 

transmission power at the PHY layer. 

Thus, we propose an optimal resource allocation scheme for allocating overlapping 

transmission rates and optical transmission powers in the av -CDMA system as resources 

required to be fairly and optimally distributed among users clustered in different classes of 

QoS. The optimality condition is based on maximizing the PHY layer capacity per user. As a 

result, an optimal choice of the physical resources is now possible, but it is unfair among the 

classes. 
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Consequently, to improve the link layer performance while overwhelming the unfairness 

problem, we suggest a fair QoS-based optimal resource allocation scheme for time-slotted 

OV-CDMA packet networks as a unified approach. Finally, we combine the latter approach 

with the MAC protocol under delay-constraint fair resource allocation optimization problem 

in order to optimally improve the network' s throughput and delay at the link layer with fair 

and optimal resource allocation at the PHY layer. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Optical code-division multiple-access (OCDMA) becomes a fundamental technique to 

exploit the large bandwidth of the optical fiber medium in optical networks [1]-[3]. First, it 

enables a large number of users to access the optical medium simultaneously by assigning 

them different codes. Second, by means of coding, OCDMA fairly partitions the bandwidth 

among the large number of users. Hence, the bandwidth allocation problems, imposed on 

other network types, can be solved. Since each user now gains benefit from the huge optical 

bandwidth offered by the optical medium, high-speed connectivity can be achieved. As a 

result, bandwidth-hungry applications with differentiated quality of service (QoS) can be 

easily supported [3]. Besides, other attractive characteristics are attributed to OCDMA 

systems. For example, it is flexible in such a way that new users can be added by sim ply 

assigning them new codes without additional circuitry. AIso, because the number of 

OCDMA users is limited to codebook cardinality, it is sufficient to use simple protocols to 

control and manage the channel contention in OCDMA networks [2]-[4]. In real situations, 

however, the true number of active users at a particular instant is smaller than the available 

ones due to the multiple-access interference (MAI) effect [4] which limits the network 

capacity. 

Reducing the MAI effect has impelled the researchers' interest toward effective coding 

techniques and system designs that can achieve a high autocorrelation property of a 

matching transmitter-receiver pair, and a very low cross-correlation property of non

matching pairs. Abundant research is found in the literature [5]-[17] , attempting to solve the 

problem from the PHY layer perspective. The objective is always to ilnprove the OCDMA 

network capacity and to enhance its potential of handling various communication services. 
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On the other hand, another perspective has been extensively proposed in the Iiterature to 

tackle this issue through the use of higher Iayers to alleviate the distortion-prone effects of 

MAI. In particular, the focus is on the medium access control (MAC) layer owing to its 

critical role for providing error-free data to the other higher layers of the network, a factor 

which increases the capacity and the network performance [18]~[27]. This can be achieved 

by dynamically controlling the packet arrivaIs of the OCDMA users whenever the MAI Ievel 

varies in the optical network; whereas, the error packets are managed by means of 

retransmission [23] or forward error correction [27]. The idea of using the MAC layer to 

improve the OCDMA network performance cornes from the fact that the optical channel is 

intensity medium [3] , [28]. Thus, controlling the burstiness of arrivaIs influences the MAI 

intensity leveI. 

Thus, managing the MAI intensity has emerged the optical power control in OCDMA 

networks as an alternative perspective to improve the OCDMA performance again from the 

PHY layer. The intention behind is to optimally allocate optical transmission power to the 

users with multi-rate variation, subject to sorne constraint requirements for Iimiting MAI. 

Few analyses are however recorded in this area [58]-[61]. Most ofthem do not consider any 

optimal criterion for controlling transmission rate, simultaneously. 

1.1 Motivation 

Due to the massive growth in today's communication applications and services which 

entail high transmission bit rates, low delay and critical power management mechanism, 

OCDMA integrated-networks offer an ideal solution to cover such requirements [1]-[3]. In 

this trend, the overlapped OCDMA (OV -CDMA) system had beenproposed [7]-[9] , [13] to 

deal with this issue in terms of satisfying the highest transmission rate possible, by allowing 

the bit transmission to go beyond the physical limit of the optical channel, with no 

considerations for the upper layers of the protocol stack (Fig. 1.1). 

The layered architecture of the protocol stack divides the overall networking task into 

layers and defines a hierarchy of services to be provided by the individual layers. 
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Fig. 1.1: The Protocol stack modeJ. 

The services at the layers are realized by designing protocols for the different layers. The 

architecture forbids direct communication between nonadjacent layers; communication 

between adjacent layers is limited to procedure calls and responses. This architecture has 

greatly simplified network design and led to the robust scalable protocols in the Internet 

[29]. However, this inflexibility and sub-optimality of the strict layered architecture can 

result in po or performance of the communication system [77]. This is due to the fact that a 

higher-Iayer protocol design only makes use of the services at the lower layers and is not 

concerned about the details of how the serviceis being provided. Thus, we believe that a 

kind of interrelation between protocol layers would bring improvement to the 

communication system. 

In this trend, in order to assess the feasibility of the OV -CDMA system for a practical 

implementation, the system performance has to be investigated at the upper layers of the 

optical packet networks. Since the link layer forms the interface between the PHY layer and 

the other layers of the protocol stack, it has a critical task of reliably controlling the flow of 

correct information between the two sides, especially when a large number ofusers share the 

channel. To handle this issue, slotted MAC protocols ought to be imposed at the link layer. 

The reason is that in the OV -CDMA packet network, several packets are expected to be 

transmitted simultaneously, carrying an excess number of bitsinduced by the overlapping 

process. If the actual number of transmitting terminaIs exceeds the value of the maximum 
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channel capacity in tenns of MAI, th en aIl packets are destroyed. Hence, this suggests the 

use of a certain MAC protocol to resolve such contention in the shared media [28]. 

As a result, a new methodology of collaboration between the two layers (i.e. PHY and 

MAC) should be set up to respo,nd to the proper services provided by the OV-CDMA system 

at the PHY layer while this system is operating in the packet access network. 

1.2 Optical OV-CDMA System 

In OCDMA system, each user is assigned a unique code sequence, called user: s 

signature, used to encode its message signal. Normally, the user signature is independent of 

the infonnation signal. The encoding process consists of multiplying the user ' s message 

signal by its corresponding signature [1] , [2]. The resultant is a coded signal wide-spread in 

time domain, wavelength domain or in both time-wavelength domains as illustrated in Fig. 

1.2. 
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Fig. 1.2: Spreading sequence: (a) Time domain, (b) Wavelength domain, (c) Time-Wavelength 
domain. 

The power of the information message is spread over the channel as a background noise 

usually known as MAI. As the number of the simultaneous users grows, up above a certain 

limit, the spreading power of their signatures increases the background noise, hence the 

interference level, to certain threshold at which the OCDMA channel degrades rapidly. 

'Therefore, the main source of noise is MAI, and often OCDMA is recognized as MAI-
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limit~d system. The beat noise is considered mitigated. At the receiver, a reverse operation is 

applied to the received intended signal to decode the message signal. The desired signal 

power is aggregated over the decoded signal interval. This message signal is correctly 

detected when its power level is greater than the interference level, or the ratio of the signal 

power to interference is greater than a predefined threshold. The latter is known as signal-to

interference ratio (SIR) and it is considered as an important metric in evaluating the 

performance of such systems. OCDMA system design principle is represented in Fig. 1.3. 

Transmitter 
: (Data Source) 

OCDMA 
Encoder 

: ........................................ . 

Fig. 1.3 OCDMA system design principle. 

Optical 
Channel 

OCDMA 
Decoder 

Receiver 
(Recovered Data) : 

: .......................................... . 

Although optimal coding techniques are employed to allow large number of users to 

utilize the optical channel and at the same time to reduce as much as possible MAI [5] , [6], 

[9]-[15] , the maximum achievable rates attained by those users are still restricted to the 

physicallimit of the channel. OV-CDMA system [8] was suggested as a novel idea to permit 

variable data rates of different traffic classes to go beyond the nominal physical rates 

tolerable by the optical channel and the constraints imposed by the encoder/decoder set. 

OV-CDMA is an OCDMA system that uses time-wavelength spreading as two

dimensional coding technique with a bit overlapping process. The electrical data bits 

modulate an optical broadband source at the encoder. Passing through a fiber Bragg grating 

(FBG) array, the optically modulated signal is spectrally and temporally sliced according to 

the two-dimensional coding pattern (also known as fast frequency hopping (FFH) pattern) of 

a given family of code [13]. The overlapping process is achieved simultaneously with the 

encoding process. Hence, the OV -CDMA system is also called optical overlapped fast 

frequency hopping CDMA (O-FFH-CDMA). Thus, the overlapping concept is that in 

passive OCDMA varying the bit duration will not affect the processing gain (PG) at the 

output of the optical encoder. Hence, for a fixed PG increasing the link transmission rate 

------------------ - - -- - --
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beyond a given value, known as nominal rate, will produce a bit overlap at the encoder 

output. The boundàry limit of bit overlap of a given class rate is defined as the cutoff rate 

which is the maximum achievable bit rate beyond the nominal rate. The concept of bit 

overlapping is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. 

bl bo 

10----1. 
T ime 

Modulated 

Fig. 1.4 : Optical OY -CDMA system. 
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The array of FBG encodes the optical signal according to the FFH pattern. A nominal 

tÏlne (T ) is required for a bit to pass the FBG. For example, two data bits are transmitted, 

and optically modulated by the optical broadband source as tvvo optical pulses (ho and hl) ' 

The delay time (~ ) between them is the same as before modulation. When the second 

optical pu Ise (hl) is fed into the FBG right after the first (ho) leaves it, the two optical 

pul ses are adjacent to each other. In this case, the delay time between the two consecutive 

optical pulses is equal to the round trip time of the FBG (i.e. Tb = T). Now, wh en the second 

optical pul se (bl ) is fed into the FBG befote the first (bo) leaves it, the two optical pulses 

are overl apped in time (i.e. ~ < T). The optical encoded signal observed at the decoder of a 
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given receiver as multi-codes delayed according to the transmission rate of the source. Thus, 

a user transmitting at a rate greater than the nominal rate (i.e. R > Rn)' introduces a bit 

overlap coefficient representing the number of overlapping chips between two consecutive 

bits. 

Before stating the general problem of our dissertation, it is worth to go back to the 

literature to review what was proposed in this context. 

1.3 Retrospective View 

In this section, we present a literature review of sorne MAC protocols and their 

integration in CDMA systems in general and in OCDMA systems ln particular. In addition, 

sorne approaches ofresource allocations are also covered in this review. 

Since its invention, S-ALOHA [30] , [31] was seen an attractive protocol to cope with 

channel access management in the presence of multiple users , competing to share their 

information over a local area network (LAN). However, the protocol efficiency in terms of 

channel throughput was inadequate as the networks ' traffics grew [30]. In S-ALOHA 

protocol, the time axis is divided into time slots of length the size of a packet. When a user 

has packets ready for transmission during a given time slot, he has to wait for the beginning 

of the next time slot to transmit. If another user is attempting transmission simultaneously at 

the same time slot, then collision occurs. Consequently, both transmissions are 10st, and the 

users have to wait for a random time for transmitting at the beginning of the next slots. The 

vulnerable period has duration of one time slot. Because the user has no knowledge whether 

the transmission will succeed or not, the occurrence of the successful transmission is treated 

as a random process. If we assume that a large number of users are accessing the 

communication channel simultaneously, then the number of transmissions is very large and 

the chance of successful transmission to take place is relatively rare. For Poisson-distributed 

transmitted arrivaIs, the system throughput is 36.80/0 of the total arrivaIs rate [30]. 
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Since then, diverse versions of ALOHA-like protocols have come into existence as the 

so-called carrier sense multiple-access (CSMA) protocols to ameliorate the network 

performance by improving the protocol ' s throughput while keeping the average packet delay 

as low as possible [32]-[37]. Briefly, in CSMA protocols, the user first senses the channel 

before transmitting its packets. If the sensed channel is busy, the sensing user defers and 

reschedules its transmissions based on pre-defined strategies in order to avoid collision with 

the user accessing the channel simultaneously. On the other hand, if the sensed channel is 

idle, the sensing user proceeds on its transmission. Although the throughput improvement 

offered by CSMA protocoIs is significant [33] , [37], this protocoI is more complex. 

S-ALOHA is thoroughly studied in the literature about random access packet networks. 

For instance, Carleial and Hellman [38] and Kleinrock and Lam [39] provided a trading 

relation among channel stability, throughput and average packet delay of an S-ALOHA 

random access system. They showed in their analysis that S-ALOHA is characterized by a 

bistable behavior, and the locus of the system stability is in the light-Ioad region where the 

channel throughput is less than or equal to the maximum achievable throughput and the 

delay is fairly acceptable. Raychaudhuri [40] suggested the possibility of using CDMA with 

S-ALOHA with an appropriate choice of channel coding technique to achieve a higher 

throughput and preserve a low packet delay. By doing so, the stability region of the coded S

ALOHA has been enlarged, so that heavy loads can now be supported while the system is 

kept stable. Polydoros and Silvester [41] extended this work to develop a more generic 

model for the study of local throughput in slotted spread spectrulll multiple-access (SSMA) 

networks where capture and retention mechanisms had been also elaborated. That is, they 

considered that the probability a receiver can capture the desired packet is not one anymore, 

as in [40], with the probability that the receiver will retain the captured packet with no 

remaining errors after correction. This was to render the model more realistic. By the 

evolution of modern mobile radio systems, high rate data services were achieved by 

evolutionary CDMA schemes vvhose managelnent requires sets of protocols in order to make 

the systems feasible [42]. Because CDMA PHY layer provides services to the link layer may 

not be offered by other PHY layers [24] such as easily transmitting packets at variable data 
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rates [42], the S-ALOHA CDMA protocol was widely used in this context to carry out such 

task [32], [36], [43]-[45]. 

In addition, with the advancement of all-optical CDMA systems, OCDMA is viewed as a 

promising and challenging multiple-access techninque compared to the wavelength division 

multiple-access (WDMA) [2], [4], [19] for building high-speed optical fiber LANs 

accommodating the increasing demands on multimedia services (audio, video, image, file 

transfer, and so forth). Initially, most of the work done on this issue had focused on finding 

the best optimal codes which can minimize SIR and on designing encoder/decoder sets, as 

weIl , which can achieve · the coding techniques [10]-[15] [22]. However, due to the 

dimension-growth of the optical network; more complexity has to be put on code design and 

on its corresponding hardware sets to reduce as much as possible the optical interference and 

noise while exchanging the data among the large number of users in the network. AlI these 

techniques are concemed with the PHY layer of the optical network. Nonetheless, powerful 

control mechanisms at higher layer to control the arrivaI of data bring additional 

improvement for the network performance even if non-optimal coding techniques are being 

empIoyed at the PHY layer [28]. It had been shown in [28] that the throughput of OCDMA 

under heavy load can be improved by simple media access mechanisms that prevent 

interfering c.odewords form being sent simultaneously. S-ALOHA OCDMA has gained 

much attention to play the role of managing optical packet transmission among different 

users because of its simplicity and the ease of its implementation [23], [26], [28], [33] , [37]. 

For example, Hsu and Li [26] analyzed the performance of S-ALOHA CDMA using code 

sequences with given orthogonality properties in both centralized and decentralized optical 

packet networks. Murali and Hughes [27] used S-ALOHA CDMA in broadcast 

(decentralized) optical network with forward error correction (FEC) in order to reduce the 

effect of large propagation delay on the network performance by immediate correction of 

erroneous packets at the receiver side. Lo et al. [33] compared S-ALOHA CDMA with 

channel sensing (CDMA/CS) and CDMA with both channel sensing and collision detection 

(CDMA-CS/CD) to a simple CSMA-CD. On the other hand, Stock and Surgent [18] 

performed a comparison between S-ALOHA CDMA and S-ALOHA WDMA and the results 
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indicated that the former one has superior performance. Moreover, Kamath et al. [28] and 

Shalaby [21] suggested alternative MAC protocols like ALOHA-CDMA with interference

avoidness/interference-detection and round-robin recever/transmitter protocols to deal with 

the packet access in optical networks. Finally, Xue et al. [23] have proposed a generalized 

approach for evaluating the performance of S-ALOHA CDMA in optical networks taking 

into account different nodal architectures. 

Furthermore, the other perspective that yields improvement to CDMA networks is the 

resource allocation. This subject is widely exploited in CDMA networks· especially in 

wireless networks [62] , [64], [68]-[71]. Numerous proposaIs of optimization criteria were 

suggested for optimal recourse allocation either by maximizing the capacity in terms of the 

transmission rate, the number ofusers, or minimizing the sum ofpower, subject to minimum 

MAI and/or SNR as QoS requirements. Most of those proposaIs fall into a general 

framework of resource allocation and thus can be helpful tools in this context in OCDMA 

networks. For example, Yun and Messerschmitt [62] presented a power control algorithm 

which simultaneously minimizes interference and provides variable QoS contracts as 

functions of SNR for different traftic types in a CDMA system. If the QoS requirements of 

the sub-streams are too stringent, then the interference will be too great regardless of how 

much power is pumped. AIso, by the absence of power control users dominate each others in 

terms of QoS demanded. Ramakrishna and Holtzman [64] proposed a mechanism for 

increasing the bit rate of nonreal-time (NRT) users while the priority is for real-time (RT) 

users. That was done by dynamically controlling the power and the spreading gain ofNRT 

users. The throughput gain in terms of the transmission rate increase was then maximized, 

constrained to a given SIR and peak transmission power. The result was that the throughput 

gain was affected by the transmission scheme rather than the power. A similar approach can 

be found in Oh et al. [70] where they considered joint optimal transmission power and rate 

allocation strategy in multiservice CDMA networks. The objective was to maximize the 

spectral efficiency of the system by preserving the QoS of RT users while maximizing the 

best-effort aggregate throughput, in packets per second, of NRT users subject to constraints 

on peak transmission power and interference power. The rate was allocated by assigning an 
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optimal spreading gain that maximizes the signal-to-il!terference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). 

Then the optimal power was allocated so as the throughput was maximized and the peak 

power constraint was respected. However, this method was unfair among the users. Song 

and Wong [68] proposed to control the power and rate of multimedia traffic from an 

information-theoretic perspective. Moreover, K wasinski and Farvardin [69] aimed at 

maximizing the number of real-time calls in CDMA networks by accepting a smooth 

increase of calI distortion for a given frame loss rate target in mind to prevent channel

induced distortion. Finally, Zang et al. [71] investigated the optimal resource allocation for 

NR T traffic. The optimal allocation was based on the maximizing different forms of 

objective functions, based on Shannon capacity, subject to constraints on QoS, peak 

transmission power and received power. One objective function form was the total capacity. 

This form led to high resource allocation but it is unfair. Another form was the product of 

channel capacities. This form resulted in a proportionally fair allocation. 

1.4 General Problem Description 

We wish to explore the performance behavior of the optical OV-CDMA system which is 

proposed in [8] at the upper layers of the optical network and in particular at the link layer 

with regard to the PHY layer characteristics. The objective ofthat is to assess the feasibility 

of the proposed system when integrated in the optical packet access network, and to exploit 

its potential efficiency in improving su ch a network. First, we shall adopt S-ALOHA as a 

simple and easy-to-implement MAC protocol to control the arrivaI of bit-overlapping packet 

at the link layer. We have the following hypothesis. 

We consider the optical OV -CDMA system as our case study. The optical system is 

represented at the PHY layer by its signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), derived in [8], [58] in 

terms of the transmission rate and the optical transmission power. In addition, the system can 

support multiple classes of users. Each class is characterized by its proper SIR as a required 

quality of service (QoS) to achieve correct transmissions. At the link layer, we consider the 

optical S-ALOHA/OV -CDMA as a simple solution to multiclass optical packet access 
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networks. This protocol is characterized by the overall network throughput and mean 

network delay. 

Given a target QoS for each class of users, we are seekjng the optimal number of bits that 

should be transmitted per packet of fixed time-slot in a slotted overlapped OCDMA packet 

network, and the optimal transmission intensity, which is directly controlled from the laser 

source, in order to optimize the packet network throughput under a certain delay constraint. 

1) Find the relationship that govems the number of bits and the overlapping coefficient in 

the time-slotled system (i.e. find the new form of the transmission rate). 

2) Find the average SIR experienced by a bit at a time-slot in terms of the overlapping 

transmission rate and the optical transmission power, as resources provisioned at the 

PHY layer. 

3) Find the expression of the overall network throughput function at the link layer in 

terms of the PHY layer resources. 

4) Find the expression of the average network delay encountered by the users at the link 

layer in terms of the PHY layer resources, as weIl. 

5) Then, the following general optimization problem needs to be solved. Maximize the 

overall network throughput meeting a minimum average network delay constraint, 

QoS requirements, peak transmission powers constraint and bounded transmission 

rates of aIl classes. 

6) The physical resource constraints should also satisfy certain criteria of optimality and 

fair distribution among the classes. 

Thus, our proposed problem has to be solved following the general framework as 

illustrated in Fig. 1.5 
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NO 
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L...------------:----t~ and the minimum average network delay 
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Fig. 1.5: General framework of the problem. 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

13 

In addition to the introduction, the thesis comprises mainly three chapters and a 

conclusion. The chapters are devoted to the research work and its original results, while the 

conclusion briefly summarizes the basic achievements behind such work, and includes a 

prospective glance at several topics for future work. Besides the general introduction and the 

background presented herein, each chapter begins with an introductory part followed by a 

background knowledge part, which are pertinent to the particularity of the subject under 

discussion, and then the theory followed by the main results. This was done to preserve the 

coherence of the concept with its engendered results. Furthermore, the three chapters are _ 

presented in a sequential order involving several steps on the temporal line of research, so 

that each step is engendered on the light of the obtained results of the preceding one. 

In Chapter 2, we propose a new multirate optical network based on a hybrid S

ALOHA/OV -CDMA system as an effective way of integrating multi-class traffic. The key 

issue in this proposaI is to exploit the potential of the optical overlapped CDMA using fiber

Bragg grating when jointly used with the S-ALOHA protocol in a link layer. The newly 
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proposed system is modeled using a general Markov chain from which both the system 

throughput and the average packet delay are derived. The system stability passing through a 

general finite user model is also envisaged. The proposed system is then compared to the 

classical S-ALOHAlvariable processing gain (VPG) CDMA system. Numerical results show 

that the former system outperforms the latter one especially at high transmission rates. In 

addition, stability measures demonstrate that the overlapped system tends to be more stable 

than the VPG system. Moreover, the system throughput and the average packet delay of 

optical S-ALOHAIFFH-CDMA are compared to that of optical round robin receiver 

transmitter [25] FFH-CDMA (R3TIFFH-CDMA). 1t is shown that the S-ALOHA is better 

than the R3T when the user' s activity and offered load are high, while the R3T is better for 

smaller values. At moderate offered load, both protocols can be competitive in terms of the 

system throughput with the advantage is for the R3T protocol. However, R3T suffers a higher 

delay mainly because of the presence of additional modes. Finally, the overlapped OCDMA 

system always outperforms the variable processing gain (VPG) OCDMA system regardless 

the MAC protocol used [46]-[49]. 

Chapter 3 addresses the problem of resource allocation in a multiservice optical network 

based on an OV-OCDMA system. A joint transmission power and overlapping coefficient 

(transmission rate) allocation strategy is provided via the solution of a constrained convex 

quadratic optimization problem. The solution of this problem maximizes the aggregate 

throughput subject to peak lasers transmission power constraints. The optimization problem 

is solved in a closed form , and the resource allocation strategy is simple to implement in an 

optical network. Simulation results confirm a total agreeJnent between the derived analytical 

solution and the one obtained using a nurnerical search method. In addition, analytical and 

numerical results show that the proposed resource allocation strategy can offer substantial 

irnprovement in the system throughput [50], [51]. 

In Chapter 4 we develop a fair resource allocation scheme for a multi-class time-slotted 

optical overlapped code-division multiple-access (OV -CDMA) network. The resource 

management scheme is fair in the sense that the users have their power and rate allotted 

according to their quality of service (QoS) requirements. In addition, no class of users can 
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dominate over the other classes. A unified framework for the resource controlling scheme is 

proposed. It consists of simply finding a single control parameter based on which the 

optimal transmission rate and power are obtained for every class of users. Analytical results 

show that the maximum transmission rate for a given class of users is only achievable when 

the users in that class are transmitting with the highest possible laser transmission power. In 

addition, we have demonstrated that the optimal transmission rates can be obtained via the 

solution of the rate characteristic polynomial. It is shown that our proposed scheme provides 

a substantial improvement in the system capacity while preserving the required faimess 

criteria. FinaJly, the proposed scheme is employed to optimize the performance of MAC 

layer of the time-slotted OV -COMA-based packet network while preserving the faimess and 

optimality of the resources allocated to the OV -COMA users. Thus, a general delay

constraint optimization problem is formulated to maximize the network througnput subject 

to the average network delay, the faimess parameter and the optimal transmission rate 

constraints. Then, a numerical assessment is performed under S-ALOHA/OV-COMA and 

R3T/OV -COMA protocols with binomial arrivaI distribution. The results indicate that delay

constraint optimization problem attains a feasible solution whereby the different MAC 

protocoIs have comparable performance [52] , [53]. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions and suggests further perspective and 

development to bring additional improvement and practicability to the optical overlapped 

CDMA system. 



Chapter 2 

Optical S-ALOHA/CDMA Systems for Multi~ate 
Applications: Architecture, Performance Evaluation, and 
System S~a bility 

2.1 Introduction 

Owing to the rapid progress in fiber-optic technology, optical CDMA utilizing FBG is 

gaining more interest in the creation of all-optical communication systems for integrating 

heterogeneous traffic sharing a single broadband optical channel with a multiplicity of 

quality of services (QoS) and traffic requirements [7] , [9], [21]. In addition, the bursty 

characteristics of high speed data traffic in optical LANs should yield benefits for CDMA 

technologies that are capable of allocating a high number of simultaneous resources in a 

decentralized way while increasing the system throughput and decreasing the average packet 

delay. S-ALOHA techniques could fulfill these requirements when integrated with the newly 

proposed optical Q-FFH-CDMA system [8]. 

Although there is a lot of research in the field of optical CDMA that has been done until 

now, most of it has focused on the PHY layer [5] , [8] , [9], [54]. This fact also applies to the 

works that have been conducted in the area of multirate OCDMA. A multirate optical FFH

CDMA system using variable PG has been proposed in [7]. The intention was to guarantee 

the one-to-one correspondence between the PG and the source transmission rate. The 

drawback of this system is the drastic decrease in the transmitted signal power especially for 

higher rate users for which the PG becomes very small. The solution to this problem is the 

use of power control. On the other hand, in [5], [6] multi-length frequency hopping codes are 

considered. Using these codes, rate and QoS are now dynamically matched to users' needs. 

The cutoff rate of the system is still limited by the physical constraints of the codes. Lately, 
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we have considered the overlapped CDMA (OV-CDMA) system [8] where we have shown 

that it is possible to increase a class bit rate beyond the nominal rate without decreasing the 

PG of the desired user or allowing any time delay between the data symbols. 

Many researches have been conducted on S-ALOHA and random access CDMA [9], 

[39], [40]. Nevertheless, jointly used with OCDMA, random access packet-switching 

becomes a challenging issue [20] , [21], [23] , [55], to cope with the increasing packet-type 

demand with large population, shorter message-delay delivery and minimum packet

rejection probabiJity. In [20] , [55] , protocols for high speed fiber optic local area network 

using passive star topology were proposed. New optical CDMA access protocols with and 

without pretransmission coordination were studied in [21]. On the other hand, Xue et al. [23] 

were concemed with two optical CDMA random access schemes that support tunable 

transmitter/fixed receiver and fixed transmitter/tunable receiver, respectively. In our 

research, we propose a new hybrid system that combines a variable-transmission-rate optical 

O-FFH-CDMA system [8] with the S-ALOHA protocol (S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA) as a 

novel and simple scheme of achieving multi-user and multirate capability in a decéntralized 

optical CDMA packet networks. In particular, variable transmission rate is achieved by 

increasing the bit rate beyond the nominallimits while keeping the processing gain (PG) and 

the time slot duration unchanged. This yields overlapping among bits in a single time slot. 

Thus varying the amount of overlapping bits can vary the transmission rate. 

The remaining of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the system 

model, which employs the discrete time Markov chain describing the system states. SIR is 

derived in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents the performance evaluation of the system. 

Stability measures are discussed in Section 2.5. A performance comparison between S

ALOHA and R3T protocols when deployed to control the optical FFH-CDMA systems is 

established in section 2.6. Numerical results provided by simulation are covered in Section 

2.7. Finally, concluding remarks end this chapter in Section 2.8. 
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2.2 System Model 

We consider an optical FFH-CDMA communication network that supports K terminaIs, 

which share the same optical medium in a star architecture [9]. The encoding and decoding 

are achieved passively using a sequence of fiber Bragg gratings. The gratings will spectrally 

and temporally slice an incoming broadband pulse into several components equally spaced at 

chip intervals Tc [9]. The chip duration, and the number of gratings will establish the 

nominal bit rate of the system, i.e. the round trip time of light, from a given transmitted bit, 

to be totally reflected from the encoder. This nominal bit duration in a structure of G gratings 

is given by Tn , where G is the PG. The corresponding nominal rate is Rn = l/Tn = 1/ GTc . 

Using the above mentioned passive network, we propose a hybrid S-ALOHAIFFH

CDMA optical packet network in which each user is assigned a unique code, which is 

characterized by zero auto-correlation property using a frequency shifted version (FSV) 

proposed in [9] , and a cross-correlation between any two different codewords of at most one. 

Subsequently, up to K users can transmit simultaneously K packets in a given time slot. 

The traffic mode} used in this work is the general Markov chain in which the traffic is 

distributed according to the user' s activity as shown in Fig. 2.1. It is cal1ed a general arrivaI 

model. 

Fig. 2.1 : Traffie model. 

Each of the K terminaIs can be in one of the three operationalmodes at a time, 

origination mode, transmission mode, or backlog mode. The user in the origination mode 

generates and transmÏts a new packet at the beginning of the next time slot with a probability 
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~. The user enters the backlog mode when an attempt to transm it a new packet fails. This 

event occurs with probability 1-~, where ~ is the correct packet probability of the 

corresponding system. The retransmissions of backlogged packet occur in any given time 

slot with probability ~. In a backlogged mode, the blocked terminal cannot generate new 

packets until the backlogged packet is received correctly. According to the variations of Po 

and ~ we obtain the following cases: 

1) For ~ = ~ = p , the arrivaIs distribution can be approximated either by a binomial 

distribution if the number of users in the system, K, is finite or by a Poisson 

distribution if K is very high. For both distributions, the average offered load is 

approximated by R = K . ~ . 

2) For ~ > ~ , it i5 very difficult to obtain a closed form approximation for the arrivais 

distribution. Thus, we use the general Markov model to track the flow of packets in the 

system based on the user' s activity without any approximation. In this case the offered 

load is at its maximum since it includes the fraction of the retransmitted packets. Note 

that 1) is considered as a particular case of 2). 

3) For ~ < Po' the interpretation is siJnilar to case 2); however, the offered load is 

diminishing, and there is a high probability that the system queue will overflow and 

sorne backlogged packets will be lost. It is not a practical case especially in ultra high- , 

,. speed optical systems. 

For practical implementations, we assume that the priority of retransmitting the 

backlogged packets is always higher than that of generating new packets and the traffic 

distribution is based on the current users ' activitie,s, so it is generaJ. Henceforth, case 2) is 

adopted in our analysis. 
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Q-FFH-CDMA channel. 
1 Packet generation 1 

ç() 
r-~ characterized by the packet Correct 

with prob. Po 1 \.. J error prob. Pe(m) with m reception 
transmissions 

,.l:: Backlogged packets 
~ r Incorrect 

characterized by the reœp!fon 
retransmission prob. Pr 

Fig. 2.2: Optical S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA system model. 

Fig. 2.2 represents the model of the proposed optical S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA system. 

The streams of composite arrivaIs ofthis system consist of Ça newly generated packets plus 

Çr retransmitted packets. 

The statistical behavior of the terminal can be described using a general discrete Markov 

chain [40]. The system state represents the number of backlogged terminaIs n. 

Before continuing the analysis, let us impose sorne restrictions which help simplify the 

mathematical evaluations and improve the clarity of the problem under consideration. We 

assume 1 y a synchronous system and discrete rate variation, 2) a single class system, and 3) 

unit transmission power for aIl the users. 

In this chapter the transmission rate of the terminaIs Rs is allowed to be greater than Rn 

according to two different methods as explained below. 

2.2.1 S-ALOHAlVPG-FFH-CDMA System 

Assume a fixed packet-time duration of Tp = LTn = LG~. where L is the nominal packet 

Iength. In this system, the variable transmission rate is accomplished by varying the 

processing gain Cv in such a way that increasing the transmission rate by a factor of a v ~ 1 
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allows the reduction of spreading factor by the same amount Gv = G/ a v [7]. The bit rate in 

othis case is given by 

(2.1) 

In a packet network, X~V) = L a vL J bits are allocated in a time slot instead of L as shown 

in Fig. 2.3, where L x J is the highest integer less than x. Then, the new transmission rate 

becomes 

X CV) 
R = - b-R (bits / sec) 

S L n 
(2.2) 

1 1 1 1 

~ ( 

Tn 

) 

c 
( 

Tp 

) 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.3 : Optical S-ALOHA/VPG-FFH-CDMA packet model of a single user in a given packet time 

slot.(a) Gv =5.(b) Gv =3. 

ln Fig. 2.3(a), we present a case study where Gv = 5 and L = 2, which means the 

nominal rate is two bits per packet. On the other hand, in Fig. 2.3(b), we have decreased the 

PG to Gv = 3 (which means a v = 5/3 ) in order to increase the transmission rate to three bits 

per packet. 
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2.2.2 S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA System 

In [8], we have shown that due to the" linearity of the encoder-decoder set, muIti-bits will 

be coded and transmitted when the data rate increases beyond Rn as shown in Fig. 2.4. At 

the receiver end, the decoder observes practically multicode, which are delayed according to 

the transmission rate of the source. 

bl 1 Âo 1 À, 11 ~ A4 

b2 1 AD 1 ~ ~ ~ A4 1 

b3 1 AD A, ~ ~ A4 1 

b4 AD A, ~ À, 1 A4 1 

b3 1 An 1 & 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 A41 bs AD A, À.; 1 ~ 1 A4 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 AD A, 1 ~ 1 À, 1 A4 1 

1 
1 1 

( ) ~ c ) ( 

(a) 

Fig. 2.4: Optical S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA packet mode] of a single user in a given time slot. Ca) 

Es = 3 , Cb) Es = 4 . 

Accordingly, in the S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA, to increase the number of bits per packet 

of fi xed length L , -we increase the source transmission rate above the nominal rate without 

decreasing the PG as in the previous system. When a terminal transmits using a rate 

R s > Rn' it introduces a bit overlap coefficient Es ' which represents the number of 

overlapping chips between two consecutive bits [8]. Accordingly the new bit rate is related 

to Rn throughout the following equation 

(2.3) 
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Let Es be the overlapping coefficient, and ' X~O) to be the total number of overlapped bits 

in a packet time slot. 

Lemma 2.1: Given a terminal k with (G, cs) transmitting data using the S-ALOHA/O

FFH-CDMA system with a nominal packet length L. The total number oftransmitted bits per 

timeslot is given by 

(2.4) 

'Proof. For an overlapped packet to be complete for transmission, the following inequality 

must be satisfied: 

Thus, (2.6) yields (2.4) which completes the poof. 

Consequently the rate in a packet network will be 

x(O) 

Rs = _b_Rn (bits / sec) 
L 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

• 

(2.7) 

Fig. 2.4 illustrates an exalnple of the overlapping process in a packet time slot. In this 

example, the packet length is L = 2, and the PG is G = 5. If the transmission rate is the 

nominal rate, the packet format is as shown in Fig. 2.3(a), which means Cs = 0 and the 

transmission rate is two bits per packet. When the overlapped coefficient is increased to 

Cs ~ 3 as shown in Fig. 2.4(a), the transmission rate is increased to three bits per packet. On 
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the other hand, Fig. 2.4(b) shows the case where Es = 4 . Accordingly, the transmission rate 

is six bits per packet. 

The relation between the reduction factor a v of the S-ALOHANPG-FFH-CDMA 

system and the overlapping coefficient Es of the S-ALOHAIO-FFH-CDMA system can be 

easily obtained by equating (2.2) and (2.7) to obtain 

G- Es 

a - L 
v - G-E . 

2.3 Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) 

(2.8) 

In this section, we derive the SIR for both systems. In general , we can write the SIR as 

follows 

G2 

SIR(K)=-K_-l --

L(}~k +()~ 
k = l 

(2.9) 

where (}2 is the interference power from the k1h tenninal and (J"n
2 is the additive white 

l k 

Gaussian noise (A WGN) power. The SIR for both systems differ in (J":k and the PG. 

2.3.1 S-ALOHANPG-FFH-CDMA System 

Assume class-s users with transmission rate Rs and equivalent PG Gv . Also assuming 

equally probable data, we can write the interference power [7] as follows 

Gr , -l 

(J"~ = L [H: (O,q)+H: (q,Gv )] (2.1 0) 
q=O 

where 
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b-l 

Hk ( a , b ) = I h ( aJ_qv , a~ ) (2.11 ) 
j=a 

is the discrete-Üme partial-period Hamming cross-correlation function of the k /h interferer 

[7]. In addition, h(.) 1 is the Hamming function [7]. The sequences aJ_q.. and a~ are 

numbers representing frequencies of the Jéh interferer and the desired user, respectively. 

(j - q~;) ) is evaluated modulo G . Notice that the interference power is equal for every bit in 

the packet time slot. Thus, we can write 

SIR(;)(K) = K_~2/a~ \fl::;i~Xt) (2.12) 

Ia-}k +Œ~ 
k= l 

where a v is the reduction factor given in (2.1). 

2.3.2 S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA System 

In the S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA system, the problem is much more complex due to the 

fact that not every bit in the packet time s]ot will have the same SIR as shown in Fig. 2.5. 

Therefore, the SIR at the lh bit position in the time slot is given by 

(2.13) 

where X~O) is given by (2.4) and Œ;k (i) can be computed as follows. Let 

1 h(a,b) ={~: ::: 
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1 1 1 

( ) 

Fig. 2.5: Interference from user K on the desirep user due to overlapping. 

(2.14) 

where r x l is the smallest integer greater than x, we can notice that the problem can be 

divided into two parts: 

-) ~ 

l H~ (O,q~i))+ l H~ (q~.i) ,G), 
v=-i v =O 

_} X~O) -i_) 

()~. (i) = l H~ (0, q~i)) + l H: (q~i), G), X;O) - X r ~ i ~ X r -1 (2.15) 
v=-i v=O 

_] X~O)-i-l 

l H~(O,q~i))+ l H~(q~i),G), X r ~i~X;O)-1 
V=- X r v=o 

where q~i) = T~i) /T
c 
andT~i) is the time delay with respect to the /h bit in the packet. 
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-1 . X
r l H~ (O,qy))+ IH~ (l ), G), 

v=-i v=O 

-1 X r 

()~k (i) = l H~ (O, q~i) )+ IH~ (q~i) , G) , 
V=- X r v=o 

-1 X iO )-i- l 

l H~ (O, q~i) )+ l H~ (q~i) , G) , 
v=- X r v=O 

2.4 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we derive the correct packet probability of systems, the network 

throughput and the average delay. 

2.4.1 Correct Packet Probability 

Usually the form of the bit error probability depends on the coding and the detection 

techniques. If a Gaussian hypothesis is used to model the interference, then the probability of 

bit error in arime slot when there are K simultaneous active terminaIs, using a simple On

Off Keying (OOK) modulation and direct detection, is related to the system 's signal-to

interference ratio (SIR) using the following equation 

(2.17) 

where SIR(i) (K) is given in (2.12) or in (2.13). 

2.4.1.1 S-ALOHA/ VPG-FFH-CDMA System 

Due to the fact that the bit error probability is equal for every bit in the packet, the 

probability of successfully receiving a packet is 

(2.18) 
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where ~ (i, K) is given in (2.17). 

2.4.1.2 S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA System 

On the other hand, for the S-ALOHAJO-FFH-CDMA system, the bit error probability is 

not equal for every bit in the packet. It depends on the bit position i as revealed in (2.15) and 

(2.16). Thus we can write 

X!O) -l 

~(K)= TI [I-~(i, K)] (2.19) 
i=O 

2.4.2 System Throughput and Average Packet Delay 

Let P = [ P"m] be the transition matrix, where P"m is the one step transition probability 

from state n to state m. Consider that P nm is the probabil ity that m backlogged users will 

be present in the next state given that n are present in the CUITent state. 1 t is given by 

Pnm = Pr { x (t + 1) = m 1 x (t ) = n} (2.20) 

For random access CDMA, transition can take place in a number of ways since there can 

be more than one successful transmission per time slot. The transition from state n to state m 

is determined by the difference between the number of unsuccessful new transmission 

UNTX and successful retransmission SRTX , i.e. when SRTX exceeds UNTX by (n - m) 

for n 2 m or UNTX exceeds SRTX by (m - n) for m 2 n . Let NTX = C;o be the number of 

new transmissions and RTX = C;r be the number of retransmissions. Let b( 0, lj/, p) , den ote 

the binomial distribution. It characterizes the total number of aIl possible lj/ successes in any 

order given 0 attempts and p is the probability of success. Then the joint probability 

distribution of SRTX and UNTX given n users in the backlogged l110de can be written as 
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Pr{SRTX = k ,UNTX = II x(t) = n} 
K - n n 

= L L {b[l,ço,PE (ço +çr )J·b[ço, K -n,~ ] . b[k,çr' Pc (ço + çr)J·b[çr , n, ~n 
ço =! çr=k 

O.g~K-11 
Osk~Jl 

(2.21) 

where b (8, lj/ , p) is given by 

(2.22) 

and Pc (-) is the correct packet probability and given by (2.18) and (2.19). In addition, 

PE (-) = 1- Pc (-) , which represents the packet error probability. Hence the steady-state 

transition probability is calculated as follows 

L Pr m~n 
min( n ,K-m) {SRTX = j , } 

j=O UNTX = m-n+ j 1 x(t) = n ' 

Pnm = (2 .23) 

m;n!-n) pr{SRTX = n.- m + j , } , m ~ n 

j=O UNTX =J lx(t)=n 

The long-term state occupancy probability J.1(n) is given by the solution of: 

K 

J.1T =J.1Tp , JtT 
= [J.1(Ü), ... , J.1(n)] , LJ.1(n)=l (2.24) 

n=O 

The method to solve (2.24) is to find the eigenvalues of p T and their corresponding 

eigenvectors. By sorting the (K + 1) eigenvalues in ascending order, the desired eigenvector 

is the one whose index is the index of the highest eigenvalue. Then, the long-term state 

probabil ity vector wil1 correspond to the desired eigenvector divided by the sum of their 

entries. 
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Thus, the probabiIity of success can be seen as a binomial distribution by which S 

packets are received successfully given M attempted transmissions in a given time sIot. 

This Ieads to the following: 

Pr (S = s iM = m ) = b [ s , m, ~ ( m ) ] (2.25) 

The steady state composite arrivaI distribution given that there are n backIogged users in 

the system and m backIogged users in the next time sIot is given by 

min( m,K -n) 

f M(mlx=n)= L Pr(NTX=j,RTX=m-jlx=n) 
j=max( m-n ,O) 

min( m,K -n ) 
(2.26) 

L b(j,K -n, ~)xb(m- j,n, ~) 
j = max( m-n,O) 

The throughput in packet per time s1ot, e, is defined as the expected number of successful 

transmission per time slot 

e=E{S}=E{E{SIM}} 

=E[~S( :J~s (1-~t-s ] (2.27) 

= ~mPc(m)[~fM (m 1 n)jJ(n) l 
The offered traffic can be estimated by 

R = (K -n)Po +n~ (2.28) 

where n is the expected backIog or the average system state, and is given by 

K 

n= LnJL(n) (2.29) 
n=O 

The steady state delay according to Little ' s theorem can be written as 
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D=n/(J (2.30) 

2.5 Stability Measures 

Stability analysis has considerable interest for assessing the performance of ALOHA 

systems [38]-[40] , [43]. According to Kleinrock and Lam [39] , a stable S-ALOHA system 

exists when the channel load line intersects non-tangentially the equilibrium throughput-

delay contour by a single point called system operating point ((Jo' no) ; otherwise, the system 

is unstable. Then, the authors introduce the stability measure as the average first exit lime 

(FET) into the unsafe region where the average number of backlogged users n starts 

increasing exceeding a given threshold no and the system's throughput begins vanishing, 

assuming the system is initiated' with no backlogged users. In [38] , system stability is 

evaluated in terms of the expected drift in state n, which represents the expected deviation 

of the system state from its current state to any other state. Thus, the system remains in its 

current state, and when changing, it moves to lower states avoiding saturation. Therefore, the 

expected drift is the measure of the dynamics of the S-ALOHA system and it is defined as: 

K 

d ( n ) = L ( m - n ) Pnm (2.31 ) 
m=O 

A stable system has a global stable equilibrium point at state n = no with zero drift and a 

monotonically decreasing slope. In this case, the system has an acceptable throughput rate 

and a tolerable tilTIe deIay. The equilibrium points with zero drift and monotonically 

increasing sI ope make the system unstable. The system that has more than one equilibrium 

point is a bi-stable system [38]. 

It is shown by SilTIulation (next section) that itis computationally very difficult to 

estimate the relative degree of stability between the overlapped and the VPG systems by 

using the expected drift analysis. FET stability measure offers a clear idea about the useful 
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operating time of both systems in the safe region before exiting to the unsafe region with 

much Jower computationaJ complexity. 

Let the random variable I; be the num ber of transitjons the channel backlog n goes 

through before it surpasses no for the first time starting from state i. Therefore, FET is 

denoted by the expected value of 7;=0' fa , which is obtained by solving the set of linear 

equations 

t; =1+ ~>~j~ (2.32) 
j=O 

where ~j is the transition probability from state to state j. The solution of the linear 

system is derived as 

(2.33) 

where P is the transition matrix, 1 is the identity matrix and 1 is a column vector of ones. 

FET is then evaluated as 

~ = ±~Paj (2.34) 
j=O 

n o corresponds to the maximum throughput (Jo such that the system is stable when 

n < no and unstable otherwise. The stabilit)r of both systems for a finite population model is 

studied numerically in section 2.7. 

In multi-rate FFH-CDMA-based optical networks, different types of traffic loads can be 

observed. These different types of the traffics can be classified as functions of burstiness, 

QoS and/or delay requirements. Thus, different MAC protocol designs may provide different 

performances when handling those traffics [56]. To weIl judge the performance of the S

ALOHA protocol, we shall employ another MAC protocol that is originally designed for 
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OCDMA networks, namely the round-robin receiver/ transmitter (R31) protocol [25]. Then 

we compare the performances of both FFH-CDMA systems undergoing both reminiscent 

protocols in terms of the throughput and the delay as the offered traffic load varies. The 

R3TIFFH-CDMA protocol is discussed in upcoming section. 

2.6 R3TIFFH-CDMA 

Beside the S-ALOHA protocol, we attempt to control the packet access to the optical 

medium using the R3Tprotocol [25]. 

Fig. 2.6: Block diagram of R3TprotocoL 

Acknowledgcmcnt 
.Mode 

Reception 
Nlod(~ 

Transmission 
l\'lode 

We assume that a packet corresponds to one bit and L bits form a message so that the 

message length is equal to the packet length in S-ALOHA. Each user transmits his message 

with a probability A, called user's activity. This message is stored in a single electronic 

buffer, freed once the message is sent correctly. Any message that arrives concurrently at a 
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non-empty buffer will be discarded. The terminal behavior is described by the block diagram 

shown in Fig. 2.6. The user wishing to transmit his packets sends a request to the destination 

station at first, and therefore he is in the requesting mode. The receiver of the destination 

station scans across aIl codes in a round-robin fashion, switches to the desired code signature 

at the next time slot and sends acknowledgements to the transmitting station to proceed on 

its transmission. At this time, the receiving station enters the reception mode. 

Before expiring the timeout duration r o ' if the transmitting station receives the 

acknowledgement, it enters the transmission mode and transm its the first t packets fol1owing 

the go-back n protocol [25], where n = t is the two-way propagation time in slots between 

the transmitting and receiving stations. It can be t ~ L or t ~ L . It then enters the waiting 

mode, waiting for acknowledgements. If no acknowledgement is received after the time out . 

duration, the station retransmits its last t packets in a round robin fashion as weIl. Once the 

message is received correctly and the station has nothing to transmit, it returns to its initial 

state m. 

At the reception side, once a packet is received correctly, an acknowledgement is sent. 

Otherwise, the receiving station sends an ask-for-retransmission to the transmitting station 

and enters the waiting mode. If there is a message arrivaI and there is no request, then the 

receiving station asks the transmitting one for a connection request. If the latter does not 

respond, the receiving station retums to its initial state m. 

The system throughput under the R3T is computed in [25] as 

~(K).L.ro 
e( K,A,I, ' 0' L) = ( )( )( ) 

L+ l-~(K) min{t,L}-l L-min{i,L/2} 
(2.35) 

where ~ (K) is givenin (2.18) for the VPG-FFH-CDMA system and (2.19) for the O-FFH-

CDMA system. ro can be obtained such that the following condition is satisfied: 
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and 

K[ L + (1- ~ (K))( min {t , L} -1)( L -min {t,LI2}) ] = 

2tL(l-~ (ra))+(2t + 2L-I)~ (ra)+ ~ (ra) 
p 

ra +A(t-I)I~P ~(ra )+{l-[l- A(l~p)rr~(ra ) 

The delay is given by 

D= __ K_'A __ 
e(K,A, t , ' o,L) 

where K . A is the average offered traffic. 

2.7 Numerical Results 

35 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

This part provides simulation results that evaluate the performance of O-FFH-CDMA and 

VPG-FFH-CDMA systems under S-ALOHA MAC protocol, respectively. The evaluation is 

in terms of the throughput, delay and stability. In addition, a comparison of performances 

between S-ALOHA and R3T is conducted through simulation as weIl. It compares both the · 

through put and the delay as the offered load varies. 

2.7.1 Performance Assessment of the S-ALOHA/FFH-CDMA Systems 

Throughout this section, we present simulation results using the system model previously 

derived in sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. Our target is to COl11pare the network throughput, the 
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average packet delay, and the stability of the S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA and the S

ALOHA/VPG-FFH-CDMA systems. Before presenting the simulation results, it is 

worthwhiJe to summarize the procedures adopted throughout this section. 

1) Specify the total number of terminaIs, K. 

2) Assign each term inai a code using the Extended Hyperbolic Congruential (EHC) 

family of codes characterized by a cross-correlation of at most one between two 

consecutive codewords [Il]. 

3) Choose the transmission rate of each terminal, Rs, by specifying the processing gain 

Gv for the S-ALOHA/VPG-FFH-CDMA throughout equation (2.2) and by specifying 

the overlapping coefficient Es for the S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA throughout (2.7). 

4) Targeting a specific terminal, use a correlation receiver to compute the multiple access 

interference (MAI) power from each undesired terminal using the derived equations 

(2.10), (2.15), and (2.16). 

5) The signal to interference power ratio (SIR) is therefore computed using (2.9), (2.12), 

and (2.13). 

6) Then compute the probability of error and the correct packet probability using (2.17), 

(2.18), and (2.19). 

7) The correct packet probabi 1 ities are used in the n-state Markov model in (2.21), (2.25), 

and (2.27) in order to obtain the state transition probabilities, the throughput and the 

average packet delay. 

8) The computed transition probability matrix is used in (2.31) and (2.33) in order to 

obtain the stability analysis. 

9) This process is done for both the S-ALOHA/VPG-FFH-CDMA and the S-ALOHA/O

FFH-CDMA system and a comparison is performed. 

In the simulations, we have taken the number of active terminaIs K = 6, the packet length 

L = 300 bits per time slot, and G = 29 . In addition, the transmission rate, Rs' is normalized 

in the sense that it represents the number of bits per time slot T
p 

• Note that, those values are 
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chosen in such a way to keep the runtime of the simulation within acceptable interval 

without affecting the general trend of the results. 

In the upcoming simulations, we consider three different transmission bit rates, Rs = 668, 

789, and 1239 bits/time slot, for both overlapped and VPG systems. For the S-ALOHAlO

FFH-CDMA, we will assume that the bits in a packet have an overlapping coefficients of Cs 

= 16, 18, and 22 chips. This in turn yield increases in the bit rates to Rs = 668, 789, and 

1239 bits/time slot, respectively. On the other hand, for the S-ALOHANPG-FFH-CDMA, 

the equivalent increases in the bit rates to Rs = 668, 789, and 1239 bits/time slot is achieved 

by reducing the processing gain (PG) to Gv = 13, Il , and 7, respectively. 

6~----~------~----~~----~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ 

5 

--f-- S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA 
-0- S-ALOHA'VPG-FFH-CDMA 

-0 __ 

-- -----e 
-. -.. -J?:.s = 1239 

'o~ 
23456 

Offered Traffie (Packets) 

Fig. 2.7: Throughput vs offered traHie for Pr = 0.9. 

First, assume that the probability of retransmission is taken to be ~ = 0.9. In Fig. 2.7 we 

plot the throughput versus the offered traffie for the three different values of Rs' Notice that 

at h igh bit rate, it is evident that when the offered load increases the throughputs of both 

systems degrade rapidly because they are governed by the SIR at the PRY layer as in (2.12) 
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and (2.13). In fact, as the SIR decreases, the packets are more vulnerable to distortion, which 

reduces the likelihood of their successful transmission and reception. Thus, the correct 

packet probabilities in (2.18) and (2.19) collapse and hence the throughput, while at low and 

moderate rates, is relatively higher. However, the overlapped system can tolerate more 

traffic than VPG. 
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Fig. 2.8: Average deJay vs throughput for Pr = 0.9. 

6 

On the other hand, Fig. 2.8 shows the average delay versus the throughput for the three 

different values of Rs. Since at 10w and moderate bit rates both systems can handle high 

loads, their throughputs are considerably higher. Therefore, rarely do backlogged packets 

occur and the systems' queuing delays are negligible. Nevertheless, as the bit rate increases 

to higher values, the overall interference degrades considerably the system throughput. In 

this case, a large portion of the offered load is corrupted and backlogged packets are delayed 

for retransmission. But since the systems operate at high rate, the retransmitted packets 

illight face the same destiny, and then they will be further delayed . 
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It is clear that for both performance measures, the S-ALOHAIO-FFH-CDMA system 

always outperform the S-ALOHAlVPG-FFH-CDMA system and for different R . Notice 

that as the transmission rate increàses, the S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA becomes much better 

than the S-ALOHAIVPG-FFH-CDMA in the sense that its throughput becomes much higher 

and its del~y becomes much smaller. This result is expected because when the transmission 

rate becomes very high, the PG becomes very small for the S-ALOHAlVPG-FFH-CDMA 

system. This in turn drastically decreases the SIR in (2.12) and therefore, the correct packet 

probability in (2.18). On the other hand, for the S-ALOHAIO-FFH-CDMA system the PG is 

fixed , which means that the signal power remains the same. In addition, the overlapping 

coefficient is increased, which in tums slightly increases MAI as revealed in (2.15) and 

(2.16). It seems that the slight increase in the MAI induced by the overJapping procedure in 

the S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA system is mu ch better than the huge decrease in the signal 

power in the S-ALOHA/VPG-FFH-CDMA system in terms ofkeeping the SIR high enough 

to achieve an acceptable correct packet probability. 

3.5 r-------r----r-----,r------r---~--___, 
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Fig. 2.9: Throughput vs offered traffie for Rs = .1239 bits/slot. 
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The effect of the retransmission probability ~ on the systems throughputs and the 

average packet delay is studied in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.1 0, respectively, by varying ~ and 

fixing Rs to 1239 bits/slot. In Fig. 2.9 we plot the throughput versus the offered traffic and 

Fig. 2.10 shows the average delay versus the throughput. It is clear that as ~ decreases, the 

throughput decreases and the delay increases which is what we should expect. Note that in 

Fig. 2.9, increasing ~ from 0.2 to 0.9 yields faster degradation in throughputs of both 

systems due to the fact that higher priority is now given to the retransmissions which 

overload the optical channel. However, in Fig. 2.10, the average packet delay is significantly 

reduced because the queuing time of backlogged packets is reduced as weIl. We can clearly 

notice that the S-ALOHAIO-FFH-CDMA system still outperforms the S-ALOHA/VPG

FFH-CDMA system. 
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Fig. 2.1 0: Average delay vs throughput for Rs = 1239 bits/slot. 

3.5 

Fig. 2.11 depicts the state occupancy probability of both the overlapped and the VPG 

systelTIs. For the latter, it is observed that higher order system states are occupying in a 
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monotonically increasing fashion of probability as the retransmission probability increases 

(~ = 0.9), which lead to more backlogged users in the system, whereas for the former, 

higher order system states are less probable to occur and the system converge to the initial 

state despite the variation of the retransmissions. This makes the overlapped system tolerate 

higher rates with acceptable delay. 
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Fig. 2.11: State Occupancy Prob. YS System States for Rs = 1239 bits/slot. 

Fig. 2.12 shows the expected drift stability assessment of both systems. It is shown that 

both systems have single global equilibrium points for small number of states. To achieve 

the second zero crossing point (which is the unstable point), the simulation should be 

conducted for much higher number of states, which is numerically very complex. 

For this reason, to compare the stability of the overlapped and the VPG systems, the FET 

stability measure is used as depicted in Fig. 2.13. It is very clear that the FET for the 

overlapped system is always higher than that of the VPG system for different number of 

active terminaIs and transmission rates. This implies that the overlapped CDMA system is 
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more stable because it operates at longer time in the safe region before it exits to the unsafe 

region. 
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2.7.2 Performance Comparison Between S-ALOHA and R3TProtocols 

In this simulation we have assumed that the number of stations is K :::: 23, the processing 

gain G :::: 31 , the packet length under S-ALOHA protocol is L :::: 300 bits/time slot and the 

message is one packet. While equivalently, under the R3T protocol the packet length is one 

bit/time slot and L ::::300 designates the message length in packets. Note that there is a 

correspondence between A and ~. In S-ALOHA, when a terminal enters the backlogged 

mode, it cannot generate new packets until aIl the accumulated on es in the system s buffer 

are retransmitted. ConsequentIy, the offered traffic varies according to the retransmission 

probability, ~. Meanwhile, in R3T, the terminal in case of transmission failure retransmits 

the last unsuccessful t packets with the same transmission probability (user' s activity) A 

which varies the offered traffic. For S-ALOHA, we assume ~ :::: 0.9, whereas for R 3T, we 

assume A :::: O.l , 0.5 , 0.6 and 1, the time out duration r 0 :::: 1 time slot and the two-way 

propagation delay t = 2 and 8 time slots in fiber lengths of 200 m and 800 m, respectively. In 

addition, we consider that both multirate systems transmit at a normalized rate of Rs = 714 

which corresponds to an increase of the overlapping coefficient Cs from 0 to 18 for the 

overlapped system and a reduction of the PG to 13 for the VPG system. 

The throughput of both systems is presented in Fig. 2.14 and Fig. 2.15 for two-way 

propagation delays of two and eight time 'slots (t = 2 and 8), respectively. Note that, the 

propagation delay has remarkable influence on the throughput of the OCDMA systems. This 

is due to the degradation of the signal power over the long distance in the fiber, which yields 

the available offered traffic to be susceptible to the MAI. 

In addition, for low offered traffic, we notice that in both cases the R3T protocol exhibits 

higher throughput than the S-ALOHA protocol when the user' s activity A < 0.6, while, the 

throughputs of both protocols are matched when A = 0.6. lt is clear that under the R3T 

protocol the throughput curves of the overlapped system at moderate transmission rate reach 

around 10.5 packets per slot and decreases to 8.5 for t = 2 and 8 respectively; while those of 

the VPG system reach around 6 packets per sIot, given that the maximum offered load is 
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relative to A. This means that the R3T protocol always assures a successful transmission of 

its offered load when it)s less than or equals to the maximum achievable throughput. In this 

case, this offered load is almost completely trànsmittable. As the offered load (K.A) 

increases, then at a certain level it exceeds the systems ' capacities and becomes intolerable 

by such systems whose throughputs begin dropping off. 

In fact, in our analysis, we have noticed that the throughput is always achieving a 

maximum value, which is referred to as "asymptotic throughput" as in [25], where the 

system ' s parameters reach their limiting values. That is, the number oftransmitting users in 

a given ~lot approaches N/2 and the message length is sufficiently large. This yields the 

throughput to be invariant to A. However, for A < 0.5, this throughput exceeds the offered 

load for one reason, which is the average offered load of R3T protocol does n~t involve the 

retransmitted packets whereas its throughput, computed by (2.35), does. Therefore, the 

actuaI number of packets in the network may exceed the number of the transmitting users 

be"cause go-back-n has been adopted as a retransmission protocol. Since the load is already 

low, more packets that are available in the network can reach their destination successfully 

with low interference [25]. 

As A increases, the throughput of R3T decreases compared to S-ALOHA. This is because 

more users are now transmitting and the offered traffic is increasing, which means that the 

MAI is intensifying. The packets facing such interference are susceptible to distortion, 

which, in turn, degrades the throughput. 

F or A = 1 aIl the users are transmitting at the same time, nevertheless the throughputs of both 

" OCDMA systems undergoing R3T are declining. This is because more users are now trying 

to transmit, while other users are still busy transmitting their long messages. Hence, the 

interference significantly increases and any unsuccessful transmission is replaced by the 

retransmission of the last t packets and the optical channel is highly utilized by the 

retransmitted packets. This problem can be resolved in the S-ALOHA protocol by randomly 

delaying the distorted packets, which are then retransmitted with a probability Pro By 

increasing this probability, the protocol gives higher priority to the retransmissions over the 
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newly generated packets . In this way contention can be efficiently controlled and the 

throughput is optimized . On the other hand, for high offered traffic, the throughputs of R3T 

decay faster than that of S-ALOHA, which means that R3T has limited capacity. However, 

for large value of A (A = 1), the throughput of R3TNPG-FFH-CDMA is better than that of S

ALOHA. This means that VPG system undergoing R3T can tolerate higher load than when 

undergoing S-ALOHA. A]so, under both protoco]s, the throughput of the overlapped system 

outperforms that ofVPG system. 
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In Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2. 17 we present the average packet delay versus the system 

throughput of both multirate OCDMA systems operating under the two mentioned protocols 

for t = 2 and 8, respectively. We remark that the R3r protocol exhibits higher de]ay, 

especially at low throughput even if the user' s activity and the two-way propagation time are 

reduced as revealed by both figures. This significant delay is caused by two factors: the 

adoption of go-back-n protocol for the retransmission of the distorted packets where n = t 

and the signaling packets such as request, acknowledgement and ask-for-retransmiss ion, 
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which in case of failure, place the system in the waiting mode for a certain period of time. 

Therefore, bye minimizing the transmission activity of users (A = 0.1 ) and the propagation 

time to t = 2, the average system delay encountered by the R3T when the throughput is low is 

still higher than that encountered by the S-ALOHA. 
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In add ition, for both t = 2 and 8, the average delay of the VPG system begins increasing 

as the throughput. This is due to the fact that as the 10ad increases, the MAI level increases 

in the optical channel. Dùe to the reduction of the processing gain (PG) of the VPG system 

to Gv = 13, the optical signal intensity of users gets reduced and it is unable to persist to the 
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MAI. This in tum increases the likelihood of packet corruptions, and the erroneous packets 

will require longer time to be successfully transmitted. However, the delay of the overlapped 

system remains less affected as the traffic Joad increases since the PG is always preserved 

and hence the signal intensity. This yields the packets to be less susceptible to MAI and thus 

to failure. However, in the S-ALOHANPG-FFH-CDMA system the delay is significantly 

increased as the throughput increases because the excess Ioad is not tolerable by the system; 

therefore, it is exposed to failure and equivalently to retransmission. 
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By comparing the performance of both systems under both protocols, we notice that for 

low and moderate offered load, the S-ALOHA is better than the R3T when A is high' while 

the R3T is better when A is small. In addition, the throughputs of both protoco1s are matched 

when A = 0.6. On the other hand, for high offered 10ad, the S-ALOHA surpasses the R3T. 

However, the VPG system under R3T can provide improved performance over that under S

ALOHA when A is large and the offered load is relatively high. In addition, the S-ALOHA 

always outperforms the R3T in terms of the average packet delay especially for large values 

ofA. 

2.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a variable bit rate system based on hybrid S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA 

system was proposed for optical CDMA time slotted packet networks. Two different 

systems were introduced and compared; the novel S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA system and 

the classical S-ALOHA/VPG-FFH-CDMA system. The SIR for the new system was 

obtained. In addition, the time s10tted system model has been derived using the general 

Markov chain from which the steady-state throughput and average packet delay have been 

eva1uated. Simulation results showed that the newly proposed S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA 

system outperforms the S-ALOHANPG-FFH-CDMA system, especialIy at higher 

transmission rates. 

In addition, the stability of both systems has been studied in terms of expected drift and 

FET. Simulation results showed that the newly proposed S-ALOHA/O-FFH-CDMA system 

is relatively more stable than · the S-ALOHA/VPG-FFH-CDMA system. Therefore, it has 

superior stability and is less susceptible to saturation. 

Furthermore, a comparison of performances of the two multirate OCDMA systems under 

two different MAC protocols, the S-ALOHA and the R3T, has been performed. It was shown 

that the S-ALOHA is better thah the R3T when the user's activity A and the offered traffic 

are high while the R3T is better for moderate traffic and smaller values of A. In addition, both 

protocols can be competitive in terms of system throughput for moderate offered traffic by 
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fitting the corresponding parameters to an appropriate setting. However, the R3T protocol 

suffers a higher delay mainly because the presence of additional modes (acknowledgement 

mode and requesting mode) which require a priori time setting for establishing a connection 

before data communication begins between the transmitting/receiving parties. Such modes 

are not available in S-ALOHA protocol. Finally, the overlapped OCDMA system always 

outperforms the VPG OCDMA system regardless of the protocol used. 



Chapter 3 

Optimal Resource Allocation Scheme in a Multirate 
Overlapped Optical CDMA System 

3.1 Introduction 

Optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) has received considerable attention as a 

multiple access scheme for optical local area networks (LAN) [15], [17]. In addition, 

heterogeneous services, entailing multirate transmission, are now feasible due to the rapid 

evolution of fiber optic technology [57] that offers ultra-wide optical bandwidth capable of 

handling these multirate transmissions and fulfilling good quaJity of service (QoS) 

requirements. 

The first work toward this target was presented in [5], [6] where a novel coding technique 

that leads to the generation of a new family of Optical Orthogonal Codes (OOC) called Strict 

OOC. Although Strict OOC ensures both the auto- and the cross-correlation constraints to be 

less than or equal to one, the variability of transmission rate at constant power may not agree 

with the demanded QoS. Moreover, when the optical system attempts to transmit at a certain 

rate with very high power, a substantial increase in the interference occurs on the desired 

user at the receiver side [58]-[64]. This yields degradation in the system performance. One 

way to ameliorate the system efficiency is to adopt an efficient resource allocation strategy 

that regulates the amount of transmitted power with regard to the rate variation and the 

number of active users, so as to maximize the aggregate throughput of the multirate CDMA 

system [63]. 

Most of the analyses conducted on COMA communication systems agree that optimal 

selection of the system ' s parameters such as the transmitted power and the bit rate would 

improve their performances [58]-[61]. This, in turn, gives rise to optimization problems 
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which are rarely discussed in the literature of OCDMA. For instance, a non linear 

programming power control algorithm has been proposed in [58] to maximiz the capacity 

of multirate optical fast frequency hopping code division multiple access (OFFH-CDMA) 

system constrained by a predefined QoS based on the received signal-to-interference ratio 

(SIR) of each class of users. The rate of e~ch class of users is chosen statically by choosing 

the corresponding processing gain (PG) in a way that higher rate users have smaller PG and 

lower rate users have larger PG. Then, the power of multirate users is optimally regulated 

with variable optical attenuator before transmission to limit the interference directly from the 

transmitter. In [59], a power control algorithm, based on optical power selector consisting of 

a set of optical hardlimiters and couplers, has been inspected for a multirate optical DS

CDMA system using one signature for each user with time hopping. In this work, the 

transmission rate and the bit error rate are controlled by the hopping rate and the optical 

power, respectively, to improve the system performance. Nevertheless, this algorithm 

employs ideal optical hardlimiters, which are practically very difficult to realize. In addition, 

an adaptive overlapped pulse-position modulator, employed to create multirate and 

multiquality transmission schemes, has been investigated in [60] for OCDMA networks 

where the power control mechanism is done by means of optical attenuators. Jt was proven 

that this system can tolerate four different services associated to four different classes of 

rates, which are easily differentiated by the intensity of the transmitted pulses and the 

number of transmitting slots, respectively. Moreover, the power control problem is al so 

addressed in [61] for temporal prime coded OCDMA system taking into consideration the 

effect of the near-far problem caused by different fiber lengths connecting the users to the 

star network. It was shown that the fiber length after the star coupler is irrelevant to the 

optimal power evaluation. However, the consequences of having rnultirate users were not 

investigated in this analysis. 

ln this work, and for the first time, we propose a novel hybrid power/rate control 

algorithm for the OV -CDMA system [8], [9] in which multirate transmissionis achieved by 

overlapping consecutive bits coded using fiber Bragg grating (FBG). Jt is shown in [8] that it 

is possible to increase the transmission of each class of users weil beyond the nominal rate 
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without decreasing the PG. In addition, a service curye has been introduced, which relates 

the cutoff rates of the offered multimedia classes in a multi-class system. Our purpose in this 

work is to find the optimal overlapping coefficient through which we can achieve maximum 

transmission rate with minimum transmitted optical power directly from a laser source 

according to a predefined QoS required at the optical receivers for each class of users. In -our 

analysis, we consider the average SIR as an adequate QoS requirement for each class of 

users. We derive an explicit solution of the optimal power as a function of the optimal data 

rate, from which the throughput function has been simplified to a quadratic function of the 

transmission rate vector. For each class of users, we provide a joint transmission power and 

overlapping coefficient allocation strategy, obtained via the solution of a constrained 

optilnization problem, which maximizes the aggregate system throughput subject to a peak 

laser transmission power constraint. Under this strategy, the classes of users are allocated 

maximum transmission rate in decreasing order of the QoS requirements. It is also shown 

that there is at most one class of users that has an overlapping coefficient between zero and 

full overlap, and the remaining classes either transmit with full overlap or with no overlap. 

F ollowing the introduction, this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 introduces 

the system model and the optimization problem formulation. The resource allocation 

problem is obtained in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the 'solution for a two-class system. 

The three-class system evaluation is covered in Section 3.5. Finally, the conclusion is 

presented in Section 3.6 . 

3.2 System Model and Problem Formulation 

An OV -CDMA system that supports M users in Sciasses, sharing the same optical 

medium in a star architecture, has been proposed in [8]. We will consider that ail users 

transmitting their data at the same QoS are clustered in the same class. AIl classes have the 

same processing gain G. The encoding-decoding is achieved passively using a sequence of 

fiber Bragg gratings (FBG). The gratings spectrally and temporary slice the incoming 

broadband pulse into several components, equally spaced at chip interval ~. The chip 
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duration and the number of grating G determine the nominal bit duration to be T
n 

= GT
e 

• 

The corresponding nominal transmission rate is Rn = IjTn . Increasing the transmission rate 

beyond the nominal rate Rn without decreasing G introduces an overlapping of coefficient 

Cj among the transmitted bits during the same period r: , as revealed in Fig. 3.1. 
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Fig. 3.1: The concept of overlapping among the bits of class-j users, showing the effect of the 
overlapping coefficient c j on their transmission rate. 

In this case, the concept of overlapping is il1ustrated among six bits of G = 5 and the 

overlapping coefficient of class-j is c j = 3 , which means that there are three chips in °each 

OCDMA-coded bit that overlap with three chips of the other bits in the same class. This, in 

turn, augments the overall transmission rate of the users involved in this class from three bits 

after 3Tn to six bits. In general, the overlapping coefficient represents the number of 

overlapped chips among consecutive bits of class-j. Accordingly, the new transmission rate 

of class-j is given by 

(3.1) 
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where 0::; cj ::; G -1 for j E {O, ... , S -1} . This implies that R(f) ::; Rj ::; R(u) where R(f) = Rn 

and R(u ) = GRn are the lower and the upper data rate common to aIl classes, respectively. 

AIso, we assume that the system is chip-synchronous and of discrete rate variation. 

Furthermore, aIl users of the same class transmit with the equal power and have the same 

overlapping coefficient. Hence, each class is characterized by its own QoS. Thus, let ~ and 

f3j be the transmitted power and QoS of class-j, respectively~ 

3.2.1 SIR as QoS measure 

In many cases, it is reasonable to take the QoS requirements as meeting the SIR 

constraints [58] , [63]. It was shown in [8] that the SIR for class-j using an OV -CDMA 

system is given by 

P.G2 

SIR . = J ( ) , j E {O, ... , S - "1} 
J (M -1) G2 

S-] i P -'------'--- L ~ + Œ~ 
2F i=O G-ci 

(3 .2) 

where F is the total number of available frequencies used in the code construction [I l] , and 

Œ~ is the variance of A WGN. On the other hand, p (i) is the multimedia probability density 

S-I 

function and it represents the probability that a user selects class-i, where L p(i ) = 1. We can 
i=O 

easj]y simplify (3.2) into the following 

P 
SIRj = S-] j 2 ' jE {O, ... ,S -1} 

~MiP,Ri + ~~ 
(3.3) 

where Ri is given in (3.1) and Mi represents the weight factor of class-i and it 1S given by 

M - M -] (i) 
1 - 2FGR P 

n 

(3.4) 
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Note that by increasing p (i ) of class-i as if we are increasing its weight for fixed system 

parameters F , G, M, and Rn. 

3.2.2 System Throughput 

In this work, we aim at finding an appropriate resource allocation strategy that maximizes 

the transmission rates as weIl as minimizes the transmitted powers of the multirate users in 

an overlapped CDMA environment in order to maximize the system capacity. The criterion 

to achieve this optimality is ta consider the aggregate throughput aM : x IR S ~ + as the 

weighted sum of the ratios of the transmission rates over transmitted powers for the S 

classes and it is given by 

S-] R 
nM (R,P) = LMj - j 

j=O P j 

(3.5) 

where R = ( Ro, RI ' ... , RS_I)T is the data rate vector, P = ( Pa , ~ , ... , PS-
1 

) T is the power vector 

and Mj is the weight factor of class-j, as defined in (3.4) with 0 ~ M j ~ 1. This function of 

merit represents the system throughput, as the average number of bits per second per unit of 

power. Physically speacking, nM meseaures the energy efficiency of the system, that is the 

average number oftransmitted bits per unit of energy (bits/Joule). 

Accordingly, we are interested in computing the jointly optimal power and rate allocation 

for users in each class that maximizes the aggregate throughput, subject to predetermined 

QoS constraints in terms of the SIR of each class. The optimal allocation policy is obtained 

by solving the following optimization problem 

( R *, p *) = arg max c- {aM (R , P)} 
(R , P)E_1 

(3.6) 

where the feasible set is given by 
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where }Jm~x < 00 is the maximum permissible power of the laser source and fJ
j 

is the QoS of 

c(ass-j. 

The nonlinearity of the optimization problem is obvious from (3.5) and (3.7). Thus, to 

solve (Ill) ' the problem is decoupled into two resource allocation scenarios: the power 

allocation scenario and the rate allocation scenario as will be shown in the next section. We 

first obtain the transmission power aIJocations, which are determined as a function of the 

QoS and the transmission rate of each class. We then maximize the aggregate throughput 

with respect to the transmission rate vector. 

3.3 Jointly Optimal Power and Rate Allocations 

In this scenario, we consider that the intensity of the transmitted optical signal is directly 

adjusted from the laser source with respect to the transmission data rate of users of the S 

classes. Thus, each class is ,allocated the minimum opticaI power capable of handling the 

traffic rate of its users while observing the transmission rate of aIl other classes and at the 

same time maintaining a low level of interference at the desired receiver. To do so, we fix 

the transmission rate of all the classes and we find out the optimal transmitted power 

corresponding to the desired class for a given QoS. Therefore, by taking SIRj = fJj and 

rearranging terms in (3.3), we get a set of linear equality constraints in terms of ~. That is, 

S-l }J. 1 
~ PMR--J +--=0, V}·E{O, ... ,S-l} 
~ 1 1 1 fJ . SNR 
i- O J n 

(3.8) 

where SNRn = G 2 
/ ()~ is the nominal signal-to-noise ratio common to aIl classes. Then, by 

soIving the linear system in (3.8) for }Ji we get 
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1 Pj 
p = --x --S----

) SNRn 1-f fJ;M;R, 
Vj E {O, ... ,S-l} (3.9) 

;=0 

The power is defined when the denominator is strictly greater tban zero. That is, 

S- l 

LM;/3;R; <1 (3.10) 
i=O 

Consequent)y, the optimal class-j transmission power ~* is obtained by solving the rate 

allocation problem and finding the optimal rate R;. Note that, the thermal noise, dark 

current and surface Jeakage current of the system are taken into consideration through the 

presence of the factor SNRn in the power allocation strategy. 

3.3.1 Optimal Rate Allocation 

In this scenario, we will compute the optimal rate of the system classes that corresponds 

to the minimum power obtained in the previous section by substituting ~. in (3.9) into (3.5). 

We obtain 

(3.11 ) 

where Qsxs = [ ~ M;Mj (~ + ~ ) 1 ;, j=O,1 .. ,S-I and C = [ ~o ~I ", ;:~I r ' Notice that 

the throughput function is a quadratic function of the rate vector R . 

Thus, the optimization problem (Il 1) under the optimal power allocation becomes 

(3.12) 

where the feasible set 3 is given by 
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S- ) max (f3j ) ._ _ . 

LM f3 R < 1 J-O,I , ... ,S 1 and R <_ R . _< GR 
J. J' J' - , P SNR n J n j=O . max n 

Notice that the gradient of aM (R) can be corilputed as 

vnM 
= SNRn (-2QR + C) 

and the Hessian matrix [65], [66] is 

\;j JE{O, ... ,S- l}) 
(3.13) 

(3 .14) 

(3 .15) 

Because the Hessian matrix is negative, the throughput function is a concave function in 

R , and therefore, the Kuhn-Tucker (KT) condition [66] is sufficient for an optimal point to 

be a maximum. To solve (rr2 ) , we use the method of Lagrange multiplier. Consequently, 

the Lagrangian function is defined as 

2S 

L(R,A) = aM (R)+ LÀmgm (3 .16) 
m=O 

where gm is the mth constraint and Àm is the corresponding Lagrangian multiplier and A is 

the vector of Lagrangian multipliers. Applying the KT condition on (rr 2 ) we obtain 

aL(R,A) . 
~--=o, 'il E {O, ... ,S-l} 

BRj 
(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3. 19) 

. (3.20) 
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The nature of the stationary points is govemed by the second order derivative of the 

Lagràngian function [65]. Notice that the second order derivative is strictly negative and 

independent of Rj i.e. 

(3.21) 

and 

a2
L(R A) (R. (3.) , = -SNR M .M . _P_11 +_J i *- . 

-aR---'-a-R-. -'-- ni} /3. R' } 
1 } } P, 

(3.22) 

This implies that (3.21) and (3.22) are sufficient conditions for the stationary points to be ' 

maxima [66]. The following two propositions show that the global maximum of nM (R) is 

not the solution of (TI2 ) • 

. Proposition 3.1: Given an S x S positive symmetric matrix Q of the form 

Q = [ ~ MM (fi; + fij ) 1 
SxS 2 ' j fij fi; \t;,j E{O,I, .. ,S-I) 

where ail /3, *- Pj' Q is non-singular for S = 2, and it is singular for S ~ 3. 

Proof: Let A 2x2 be any 2 x 2 matrix of the form 

~MM (~, + Pt,'] 
2 1 e /3i! !3, 

~M. M (/3,+,1 + /3c ] 2 1+1 e R R 
P e fJ/+1 

where i = S - 2 , S ~ 2 and k *- f , k, f E { 0,1, ... , S -1} . 
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Then, the determinant of A 2x2 is equal to 

det(A ) = -~M.M. M M ( ~ - ~+l J(f3k - f31! J:;t: 0 
2x2 4 1 1+ 1 k I! a a a a ' 

P,+l P, P e Pk 

given that aIl f3 s ' are distinct. This implies that the matrix is non-singular. For S = 2 , Q 2x2 

is a special case of A 2x2 where i = 0 , k = 0 , and f! = 1 . Hence, Q 2x2 is symmetric and non-

singular. 

Now, let A 3x3 be any 3 x 3 matrix of the form 

A 3x3 = 

where i = S - 3 , S ~ 3 and k:;t: f! :;t: r, k, ,e, r E {O, 1, ... , S -l} . 

Then, det (A3x3 ) = O. This implies that this matrix is singular. Consequently, aH the 3 x 3 

minors in the determinant of Q s xs are zeros; hence det (Qs xs ) = ° and Q s xs is singuJar for 

S~3 • 
Proposition3. 2: The global maximum of the optimization problem (rr

2
) is not feasible. 

Proof: The throughput function has a global maximum only when the gradient is nul1, 

vnM = O. This implies 

(3.23) 
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The global maximum in (3.23) exists if and only if the matrix Q is invertible. In addition, 

R * is feasible if it is in the feasible set .3 of (Il 2 ) • By proposition 1, Q is nO,n singular for 

S == 2. Thus, for any two-class system, say class-i and class-j, the global maximum is found 

when the gradient is null. That is vnM == 0 , which yields 

By assumption , /3; -:1= f3j , so both rates are finite. AIso, notice that, /3;M;R; + f3jM jRj == 1 , 

which violates the condition in (3.10). This means that this solution is not feasible and hence 

the global maximum. For S ~ 3 , Q is singular by proposition 1 and therefore the global 

maximum does not exist. • 

3.3.2 Problem Solution 

The solution of (Il 2 ) is obtained via the following lemmas, the first of which shows that 

the feasible set .3 can be reduced to its boundaries. It also shows that there is at most one 

class of users that has an overlapping coefficient between zero and full overlap, and the 

remaining classes either transmit with full overlap or with no overlap. 

T • 

Lemma 3.1: Assume that R * == ( R~, R; , ... , R;_l ) solves the optimizalion problem (Il
2
). 

If P h · R* h h RU) < R*. < R(u) d R.* == R (U) Max < 00, 1 ere eXlsls al mosl one } suc 1 al - J _ , an 1 or 

R* == RU) \-1 • . OIS 1 
1 vi -:1= } == , , ... , - . 
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Proof: The throughput function is concave in R * and thus, the optimal rate allocation lies 

on the boundary of the feasible set (3). Consider the KT conditions on (TI 2 ) 

Vj E {O,l , ... ,k, ... ,S-l} as follows: 

anM 

--+Â. -Âs · -J sM .f3=O aR . ) + ) / '2 )) 
) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

Â .(R(u) -R .)=O 
s+) ) (3.26) 

S-1 1 "fM,!J;R; =0 (3.27) 

There are four cases to consider. 

a) If Âj * 0, then ÂS+j = O. This implies that R; = R(t ), Vj E {O,l, ... , k , ... ,S-l}. 

b) If ÂS+j * 0, then Âj = 0 This implies that R; = R(u), Vj E {O,l, ... , k , ... ,S -I}. 

In both cases, there are (S + 1) equations of (S t 1) unknowns in Âj and/or Âs+ j plus 

~S • If ~s * 0, or ~s = 0 then 

which satisfies condition (3.10). Therefore, R.; are indeed feasible solutions for (TI 2 ) • 
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c) Consider the class-k of users for which Âk == 0 and Â +k == o. This implies that the 

feasible solution is R; -:j; {RU), R(u )} . In addition to this condition if cases a) and/or b) are 

occurring for all j -:j; k , there are also (S + 1) equations of (S + 1) unknowns in Âi*k and/or 

Âs+ i*k plus ~s and Rk· If ~s -:j; 0 , R; is computed from the constraint (3 ~27) and it is 

given by 

In addition, ~s is computed from (3.24). On the other hand if ~s == 0 , then 

because R;' are feasible by assumption. In this case, R; is computed from an
M 

= o. Since 
8Rk 

byassumption R; is fe'asible, RU) ::; R; ::; R(u) , where aIl R; == RU) or R(u) Vj -:j; k . 

d) If Aj == 0 and 'As+ j == 0 for more than one class at same time, then the system has no 

feasible solution by proposition 1. • 
This means that there exists at most one class of users that transmits with rate between 

Rn and GRn, and the remaining classes either transmit with the maximum rate GRn or with 

the minimum rate Rn. 

Lemma 3.2: Consider that f3, > fi
i 

Vi < j. If R * == (R~, R)*, ... , R~._))T solves the 
) 

optimization problem (Il 2 ) , then R}* ::; R,; if and only if 0 ::; i < j ::; S -1 . 
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Proof: Appendix A. 

3.4 Two Class System 

In this section, we analyze the feasible region of the two-class system by providing a 

graphical representation of system' s solution. Thereafter, we proceed on by a numerical 

analysis to assess the validity of the optimal results. 

3.4.1 Feasible Region Analysis 

R(U) ___ --.-_e __ 3_~ ____ -----""--, 

R(e) ____ .,.. ____ ........ 

o 

1 

1 

1 

Fig. 3.2: The feasible region for a 2-c1ass system. 

Due to the complexity of the problem under consideration, and without loss of generality, 

we present the case of a two-class system. Consider a two-class system, the class-i and the 

class-j with "R = (Ri ' Rj )T . The boundaries of the feasible region are illustrated in Fig. 3.2. 

To solve (II 2 ) , we should obtain the optimal solution which is defined in predetermined 

intervals of Il; and (Ji. Let the set of edges of the feasible region be E = {e"e2 ,e3 ,e4 ,e
S

} to 

be the locus of our optimal solution. By Lemma 3.1, we know that at most one class ofusers 

transmits with transmission rate between R (e ) and R(u), and the remaining classes either 
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transmit with R(u) or with R(f ). Thus, the search space of the optimal solution is 

E' = {ep e2 ,e3 ,eS }' In addition, without loss of generality, consider that ~ > (3) . By 

Lemma 3.2, we know that if ~ > (3) then Ri ~ Rj ' This means that the locus of the optimal 

solution has been reduced to E" = {e2 , e3 } • 

3.4.2 Numerical Results 

In this part, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed power/rate control algorithm 

for two-class. First of aIl, we consider the two-class system for which we assume that 

M = 61 users are active, the processing gain of the user' s signature is G = 61 , the total 

number of available wavelengths is F = 62 , the nom inal signal-to-noise ratio is 

SNRn = 35.7 dB, the upper bound on the laser power is Pmax ~ 5 dBm , the QoS of class-O is 

fixed to f30 = 8 dB, and the nominal transmission rate is Rn = 1 Mbps. Again, the choice of 

these values is done is such a way to point out the original aspects of the obtained results in a 

clear manner without affecting the general trend. Besides, in order to assess the validity of 

our resuIts, we make use of a numerical method consisting of a sequential quadratic method, 

based on the quasi-Newton method, in which a quadratic programming sub-problem is 

solved at each iteration, and an estimate of the Hessian of the Lagrangian function is updated 

using the BFGS method (suggested by Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shannon in 1970) 

[66]. The simulation shows that the explicit analytic solution matches completely the 

numeric one. This means that the derived solution is indeed the exact optimal solution. In 

addition, the performance of the proposed resource allocation strategy is compared with that 

of a classical power control algorithm with fixed transmission rates. We assume that class-O 

users transmit at rate Ro ~ 2Rl when f30 < ~, and class-l users transmit at rate R] ~ 2Ro 

when ~ < f30' then the classical power control strategy allocates the best transmission laser 

power to each user in either classes in order to guarantee the QoS requirements. 
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Fig. 3.3: The transmission rates versus QoS of class-l users for different multimedia distribution. 

In Fig. 3.3 , th.e transmission rates are evaluated as a function of ~ , and they are plotted 

for different multimedia distributions. For p(l) = O.] , the multimedia traffic is denser in 

class-O than in class-J. Since a small number of users are choosing class-J, the minority 

class-J users transmit at rate R
1
* = R(u) for ~ < 8dB. On the other hand, the majority class-O 

users transmit at rate R~ = RU) for ~ < 4 dB , and RU) < R~ < R(u) for 4 dB < ~ < 8 dB. In 

addition, for ~ > 8 dB , class-J users now transmit at rate R]* = R(~), while class-O users 

transmit at rate R( e) < R~ < R(u) . For p(l) = 0.9, class-J users are allowed to transmit only at 

RU) < R
1
* < R(u) for ~ < 8 dB, while class-O users transmit at RU). Also, notice that for 

8 dB < Pt < 9 dB , RU) < R
1
* < R(u) and R~ = R(u) . This, in turn, shows a total agreement with 

the hypotheses proposed in the two lemmas, proven in previous sections. Furthermore, as the 

number of users in a certain class increases and hence the multimedia traffic, the allocated 
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transmission rate decreases in order to keep the MAI at an acceptable level for satisfying the 

required QoS. 
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Fig. 3.4: The power consumption of class-O and class-l for different lTIultimedia distributions. 

The optimal transmission power for the corresponding multimedia distributions is 

illustrated in F ig. 3.4. Note that, as the number of class-O users decreases, their allowable 

transmission power increases. Therefore, when p(J ) increases from 0.1 to 0.9, the MAI 

effect of class-O on class-l decreases, and the system allows class-O to transmit at the upper

bound laser power to improve the service requirement. In addition, class-l power 1S 

proportional to QoS. Therefore, it is monotonically increasing as ~ until it reaches a 

constant level at the maximum attainable laser power for ~. > /30 . The constant power in this 
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interval of ~ is necessary to assure the data transmission at such QoS. Further, we remark 

that an additional augmentation of ~ above 10 dB is no more supportable because the laser 

power of the source becomes inadequate. 
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Fig. 3.5: The throughput versus QoS of class-l for different multimedia distributions. 

11 

The optimal throughput is plotted in Fig. 3.5 and compared to the non-optimal one 

achieved by the classical power control strategy. The optimal throughput decays as ~ 

increases because at high QoS the allocated resources are used to preserve the QoS 

requirement rather than to increase the system capacity. In addition, we observe that an 

appropriate traffic distribution gradually enhances the system throughput according to 

allocated resources. For p(l) = 0.1 , both R~ and R)* are high and hence the interference. 

Alongside, the allowable transmission power is relatively 10w. This yields the lowest optimal 

throughput due to the fact that the allocated power is insufficient to satisfy the QoS 

requirement and to combat the MAI increase. As p()) increases, the MAI relaxes and the 

average system throughput increases. Also, we can clearly observe that the system 

throughput of the proposed resource allocation strategy is superior to that of the non-optimal 

one for the different multimedia distributions. 
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Next, we study the effectiveness of the proposed resource allocation strategy with respect 

to the number of stations accessing the system for different multimedia distributions. We 

keep the same parameter settings as in the previous part but in this case we fix QoS of class-

1 to {31 == 5 dB, which is 3 dB less than {30. By this setting, the classical power control 

criteria with constant transmission rate turns out to be the equal energy criteria (EEC). We 

show that the EEC results are feasible but non optimal. 
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Fig. 3.6: The optimal transmission rates versus the number ofusers for a two-class system. 

The optimal transmission rates in terms of Mare examined in Fig. 3.6. Consequently, for 

small M, the system aJ]ows both classes to transmit atmaximum rate R(u) because the MAI 

is sufficiently small. However, when M 2:: 10 as the user population in a given class 

increases, its transmission rate decreases to keep the MAI at regular level and to 

accommodate to the QoS requirement. Note that, when RU) ~ ~ < R(u), R]* == R(u), and 
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when R~ = R U) , R(e) < R)* ~ R(u) which is consistent with Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, because 

flo > flt , it is clear that we always have ~ ~ R}* , which validates Lemma 3.2. 

Recall that our objective is to determine the optimal overlapping coefficient & ~, which is 

a point on the service curve proposed in [8]. By obtaining the optimal rates ~ and R; for 

both classes, the optimal overlapping coefficients &~ and &)* satisfying the system 

requirements are now computed using (3.1). 
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Fig. 3.7: The transmission power versus the number of users for a two-c]ass system. 

ln Fig. 3.7, the optimal power is compared to the non optimal one as M varies. Notice that 

when p ()) is small , the EEC allocates Jess power for small M and more power for large M 

compared to our newly proposed algorithm. This criterion makes the users always 
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susceptible to MAI. In contrast, our proposed strategy provides more power for small M to 

improve the optical signal, and less power for large M to reduce the MAI intensity. On the 

other hand, when p (l) = 0.5 , the EEC follows the optimal one. Finally, when p (l) = 0.9 , the 

EEC power matches !he optimal one for small M . However, it exceeds the upper bound laser 

power for large M. On the other hand, our proposed strategy controls this excess of power by 

clamping it to the maximum allowable laser power. 
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Fig. 3.8: The optima1 throughput versus the tota1 number ofusers for a two-class system. 

The impact of the total number of users on the system throughput is shown in Fig. 3.8. 

For small M, the performance of the EEC approaches the optimal one especially when the 

probabil ity of selecting class-l is high. As M increases, the system throughput of our 

proposed strategy outperforms that of the EEC. Note that as M becomes higher, the system 

throughput mounts for increasing values of p(l) . This happens because when p (l) is smaJ], 

both classes transmit at rates higher than the nominal one as revealed in Fig. 3.3. This in tum 

requires high overlapping coefficients. It follows that the interference level in the optical 

channel increases. In addition, the transmission power level dedicated for such rate is also 
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low as shown in Fig. 3.4. This creates degradation in the system throughput. When p (J) 

increases, the transmission rates decrease, whereas the power increases relatively. 

Consequently, the throughput is significantly improved. 

3.5 Three-Class System Numerical Evaluation 

Since our algorithm is derived for any number of multimedia classes, let us consider the 

case of a three-class system. Consider the three classes - class-O, class-l and class-2 among 

which the users are equally distributed i.e. p (Q) = p (!) = p (2) = 1/3. Each class is 

characterized by its own QoS such that /30 = Il dB , ~ = 8 dB , /32 = 5 dB , respectively. 

Without 10ss of generality, the classes are rearranged by descending order of QoS, such that 

the additional class cornes first. Let PMax = 8 dBm to be the maximum laser power. In order 

to respect the EEC power settings, notice that there are 3 dB differences between each two 

consecutive QoS' s, and the transmission rates of the three classes are set to be R2 ~ 2RJ and 
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Fig. 3.9: The optilnal translnission rates versus the number ofusers for a three-c1ass system. 
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The three-class optimal transmission rates versus Mare iIIustrated in Fig. 3.9. It is clear 

that only one class can transmit at rate between R (e) and R(U) , and the other classes either at 

R(C) or R(u). This completely agrees with Lemma 3.1. Also, note that ~ ~ R; ~ ~ as 

f30 > ~ > f32 , which confirms the validity of Lemma 3.2 for the three-class system as weIl. 

The effect of adding a third class, with high QoS, to the multirate system on the optimal 

transmission power is iIIustrated in Fig. 3.1 O. As M increases, the power increases' to 

stabilize to 8 dBm. In addition, the upper bound powers of class-l and class-2 have not 

changed since the two-class system even though their overall allocated powers have been 

slightly diminished with 3 dBm differences between each two consecutive classes. This is 

caused by the reduction in the user' s population in each of the three classes and the 

augmentation of the total optical power in the fiber link. Furthermore, the power provided by 

EEC is not properly allocated. So that, less power is allocated for small number of users (M 

< 20), while more power is allocated for large number ofusers (M> 20). 
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Fig. 3.] ]: The optimal throughput versus the total number ofusers for a three-class system. 

The throughputs of both strategies are ,shown in Fig. 3.] ]. Notice that the performance of 

our proposed strategy is always superior to that ofEEC. 

3.6 Conclusion 

A new resource allocation strategy wa~ proposed for av -CDMA system. With this 

strategy, the system throughput is the average successfully transmitted bits per second per 

unit of power. However, due to the non linearity of the throughput and the constraint 

functions and hence the optimizatioll problem, two recourse allocation scenarios were 

derived for both power and rate to simplify the analysis. Then, the KT theorem had been 

applied on the rate allocation scenario to find out the optimal transm ission rates upon which 

the optical intensity of each class was optimal1y regulated directly from the laser source. It 

was proven that this system, in general, has no global maximum but a local maximum for a 

given set of QoS's. This local maximum has as coordinates the transmission rates of the S 

classes satisfying Lemlnas 3.1 and 3.2. Afterward, two- and three-class systems have been 

simulated as particular case-studies. The simulations assessed th~t multirate 'transmission 
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alternates among classes depending on which QoS region, users are adhering to, whether 

low or high, as weil as on the total number of users exploiting the system and their 

distribution among those classes. 



Chapter 4 

A Fair QoS-Based Resource Allocation Scheme for a 
Time-Slotted Optical OV-CDMA Network: a Unified 
Approach 

4.1 Introduction 

Optical communications have become very mature, especially in the recent years. Many 

optical networks have been deployed with the aim of accommodating novel information

services generated by modern communication terminaIs like high-speed personal computers, 

FTIX networks and many others [67]. Those services require a huge amount of bandwidth, 

multirate transmission capabilities and consume more power due to the amount of data that 

can be handled. In this regard, we believe that this work can contribute to this research trend. 

The optical overlapped CDMA (OV -CDMA) system has been proposed in [8] to increase 

the transmission rate of an optical communication system by overlapping consecutive bits 

while transmitted along the fiber. The question that arises here is: to what extent of bit 

overlapping and hence of transmission rate can the system admit such that the signal can be 

successfully received? In fact, aIl depends on the interference level and on the signal power 

that is .injected into the fiber, or in other words on the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). For 

this reason, we consider the SIR as the quality of service (QoS) metric in our analysis. 

Resource allocation schemes are necessary to enhance the performance of the optical 

network in order to guarantee successful data transmission and to satisfy the users ' 

requirements. Many algorithms are found in the literature to cope with this problem. 

However, most of them have been proposed to deal with wireless systems [68]-[71], while 

few have been investigated to deal with optical-channel-based networks [58]-[6]]. 
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In Chapter 3, we have proposed a novel hybrid power/rate control algorithm for the 

opticaJ OV -CDMA system. Our objective was to find the optimal overlapping coefficient 

through which we can achieve maximum transmission rate with minimum transmitted 

optical power directly from a laser source. The problem of this strategy is that it is not fair in 

the sense that there is at most one class of users that has an overlapping coefficient between 

zero and full overlap, and the remaining classes either transmit with full overlap or with no 

overlap. In addition, the model used in Chapter 3 did not support a time-slotted packetized 

network configuration as the one proposed in Chapter 2. 

Further, the resource allocation at the PHY of the OV-CDMA-based packet network layer 

can have an impact on the contention for channel access at the MAC layer. The optimal 

resource allocation determines the best OV-CDMA transmission rate with the appropriate 

transmission power, tolerating a certain level of MAI by responding to the QoS requirement. 

ConsequentJy, shaping the packets to the user population of various QoS conditions, the 

resource allocation reduces the :isk of packet distortion. This influences the collision in the 

opticaJ link especially when the offered load of the subscribers increases. Also, the resource 

allocation scheme enables the MAC protocol to bear multiple classes of QoS through 

supporting active users with dense OV -CDMA packets of fixed time-slot. 

The first contribution of this work is to propose a unified framework for al10cating and 

controlling the transmission rate and power for an OV -CDMA-based packet network, using 

matrix analysis. This approach is general in the sense that it can be applied for any 

expression of the system capacity. In addition, it is generalized to a time-sJotted packetized 

system. The second contribution is the reduction of the optimization search space into one 

dimensional space. This target guarantees the simplicity of the algorithm, which is an 

important requirement in optical networks. Our third contribution is to solve the problem of 

unfairness in the resource allocation strategy presented in Chapter 3. In this way, we have 

extended the degree of freedom for allocating and controlling the resources of every class of 

users. Finally, the fourth contribution , is the employment of the fair resource allocation 

scheme to optimize the performance of the OV -CDMA-based packet network at the MAC 

layer. In this way, the fairness and the optimality criteria of the allocated resource at the 
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PHY layer are preserved. The network throughput, subject to a minimum delay requirement, 

is then maximized through a delay-constraint fair resource allocation optimization approach. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we present the system 

model where we introduce the main system parameters and the network under study. The 

performance of the network at the PHY layer has been discussed in Section 4.3. In 

Section 4.4, we investigate the proposed resource allocating and controlling scheme of the 

OV-CDMA-based packet network. In Section 4.5, we define and we analyze the network 

capacity upon which we determine the optimal control parameter that optimizes the allocated 

resources among classes. In Section 4.6, the delay-constraint fair resource allocation 

optimization approach is described. The simulation results and discussion are provided in 

Section 4.7. Finally, we close our work with a conclusion in Section 4.8. 

4.2 System Mode} 

Consider a multiclass time-slotted OV -CDMA system in an optical packet network in 

which K users are connected in a star topology as the one proposed in Chapter 2. The users 

are assigned different optical code signatures of equal PG G and are distributed over S 

classes. Each class- j, V j E {O, 1, ... , S -1} , is characterized by its own and unique QoS, so 

that it has its proper transmission power ~. and its proper overlapping coefficient 5 j or 

equivalently a transmission rate Rj' We assume that this system operates at the link layer of 

the optical network. The users in this case transmit their coded bits at a given timeslot in the 

form of packets of nominal length of L bits. However, due to the overlapping process, the 

maximum number of bits which a user can transmit per packet exceeds L as presented in 

Chapter 2 and shown in Fig. 2.4. Let 0::; 5 j ::; G -1, V j E {O, 1, ... , S -1} , be the overlapping 

coefficient and X b . to be the total number of overlapped bits in a packet time slot. The 
,} 

expression of Xb ,j can be found in (2.4) and itis given by 
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x . =lLG-cjJ 
b,j G-c . 

} 

Consequently, the achievable transmission rate of class-j users is given by 

X b · 
R . =--,j R 

} L n 
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( 4.l) 

(4.2) 

The maIn objective of this work is to determine the optimal number of bits to be 

transmitted per packet using the time-slotted OV-OCDMA system. In this system, the 

fundamental signal intensity that guarantees the transmission of such packet is directly 

controlled from the laser source. As a result, an improvement in the network capacity is 

attained with good performance, answering the required QoS. Accordingly, we investigate a 

resource controlling scheme which is strictly based on .QoS and includes optimal allocations 

of the transmission rate and power to different classes. 

4.3 System Performance 

We are interested in evaluating the average SIR per bit in a given tim'e slot for every 

class-j, which has its own power and overlapping coefficient and supporting Kj users. Then, 

the average SIR, as derived in [8], [58], is given by 

P . G 2 

SIR j (E, p) = } S -] K I 

(K j -l)~ Cf}k (c j )+ LL~' Cf}k (cs )+O"~ 
J 5'=0 k=l .! 

s::/=j 

(4.3) 

where t and Pare vectors of the overlapping coefficients and the transmission power of aIl 

classes, respectively. Using (2.] 5) and (2.] 6), Cf~j is the average multiple access interference 

(MAI) power imposed by a class-j user on the desired bit in a given time slot, and it is 

computed as 
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(flj = 2 XbJ~.r1 [t, H~ ( 0, q~') ) + % H~ ( l) , G ) ] (Xb'~~,:r,j ) 

+ ,~:'~~,,j [ t, H; ( 0, q~') ) + Xb~-I H~ ( q~') , G ) ] ( 2X
r
;: Xb,j ) 

Xb ,j - 2X r ,j ~ ° (4 .4) 

and 

Œ},j = 2 X~l ~i H; (O, q~') ) + %H; (q~i), G)] ;::~ 

+ Xb;ï~j-l~~,,j H~ ( 0, q~i) ) + % H ; ( q~') , G ) ] (Xb ,j ;b~Xr,J 
X b . -2X . >0 (4 .5) 

) r , j 

where Xr,j = r &j /( G - &)) l as computed in [8]. ln addition, H~ (0, q~i ) ) and H; (q~') , G) 

are the partial period Hamming correlation functions. ()/~ represents the power of the other 

sources of noise modeled as Gaussian noise. It involves thermal noise, shot noise, dark 

CUITent, and surface leakage current [72]-[75]. 

Assuming one-coincidence sequences, the average value of the partial period Hamming 

correlation functions can be easily cOJnputed and they are given by 

H ~ ( 0, q ~i ) ) = ( G + v( G - E j ) ) / F (4.6) 

(4.7) 

where F is total number of available wavelengths from which the codeis constructed and v 

is the bit index in packet. Using (4.6) and (4.7) in (4.4) and (4.5), we get ii}k in terms of the 
} 

number of bits per packet as follows: 
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(B3X :,j + B2X~,j + B1Xb,j + BQ) 

F (L _1)3 Xb ,j 

3Xb · 
L> ,) 

X
b 

.+2 ' 
, } 
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(4.8) 

where Aj for 0 ~ i ~ 4 and Bj for 0 ~ j ~ 3 are constant coefficients, functions of the OV

CDMA system parameters G, F, and L. Their values are shown in appendix B. 

We consider that the us ers are dispersed among classes according to a given distribution 

with a probability mass function (PMF) p U) such that L ~=~ pU) = 1 . Therefore, the total 

number ofusers in class-j is given by K j = K p U) for 0 ~ j ~ S -1. 

4.4 Resource Allocation Strategy 

Our strategy is very simple. It is based of the assumption that the QoS of class-:/ in the 

presence of other classes, given in (4.3), should meet the requirement 

(4.9) 

We define the so]itary c]ass-j SIR as the desired signal power over the power of a class-:/ 

interferer. It is given by 

(4.10) 

In addition, we define the nominal signal-ta-noise ratio (SNR) that is cornrnon to aIl 

classes as 

(4.] ]) 
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Using the definitions of the solitary class SIR in (4.10) and the nominal SNR in (4.11), 

the minimum requirements in (4.9) (which means with equality) gives S linear equations in 

the laser transmission power of each class as follows 

~_s P - -+- P.+-=O V O<}·<S-l S-I K ( 1 1 J 1 
~ S J' --
s=o rs rj f3j rn 

(4.12) 

The solution of (4.12) represents the power allocation for aIl classes, and it can be 

obtained using a matrix analysis approach. It is clear that the power allocation is controlled 

by the solitary class SIR assuming the total number of users is constant and users transmit 

with glven QoS ' s. Let r=diag(~ , ... ,_I_J , 
ro rS-1 

B = diag(-l ,. .. , _1_J , and 
13o f3s-1 

x = diag (Ko, ... , Ks_1 ) be S x S diagonal matrices. P = (po , ... , PS_1)T is the vector of the 

unknown transmission powers of the S classes, and eSx1 is a unity vector. AIso, let 

N D = r + B , M D = (N D - B) X = r X . Then, the linear system in (4.12) can be reduced to 

( ) 
1 T T -Jvl P=-e where Jvl =M ee -N , D D is the system-performance matrix. Thereby, the 
rn 

power vector is given by 

( 4.13) 

The objective here is to determine the optical power that maintains the demanded QoS 

while forcing the chip overlapping to occur to a certain extent that will be determined later in 

order to increase the transm ission rate of the users. From linear algebra, we have 

(_Jvl-I)T = (_JvlT )-1. Applying the Sherman-Morrison matrix inversion formula [76] , 

which states that for any nonsingularmatrix A E lR. I1 X I1 
, b, CE lR. 11 and 1 + cTA-1b * 0 , 

A-lb TA- I 
( 

:r )-1 -1 C 
A + bc = A - r - 1 ' 

l+c A b 
(4.14) 
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we obtain 

where 1 is an S x S identity rnatrix. This implies that 

where 

(-5W')= ~ ç 

( 
f3s-1 )(KO~) 

]+ PS-I l+.&. 
rS- 1 ro 

( )( 

K fJ
S

-
1

) f30 -1 rS-1 

l+.&. I+ PS-1 
ro rS-1 

( 
f31 )( KS_I ) 

1+11 l+fJS-1 
n /S-I 

f3s - 1 + S-I /S-I 
( )( 

K fJS-
I

) 

I+ PS-1 S ]+ PS-I 
/S-I rS-1 
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(4.15) 

( 4.16) 

(4J7) 

Notice that the matrix depends on the QoS requirement and the solitary SIR of each class 

ofusers narnely (Jj and Yi' respectively. Consequently, substituting (4.15) in (4.13) we get 

_ 1 ((Jo (Js_])7' 
- SYn ] + (Jo/Yo , ... , 1 + (JS- I/YS-I 

(4.] 8) 
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When ç = 0 , the optical intensity is extremely high, which leads to nonl~near effects and 

causes severe degradation of the signal [75]. To avoid this situation, we impose constraints 

on the power of each class of users. Therefore, we consider that the optical power is upper 

bounded by II = ( l'ro' ..• , l'r S_I)T such that 

( 4.19) 

Lemma 4.1: The linear system in (4.12) constrained by (4.19) has a solution if and only if 
the solitary class-j SIR, Yj , is lower bounded by 

* (K -1) l'rj 

r j = S-] K l'r l'r . 1 I - s_s -(K -l)-J - -
05=0 f3s f3j rn 

( 4.20) 

Proof: 

P s II and II = ( l'ro' .•• , l'r S-] ) T is the upper bound power . level vector. The power 

allocation vector can thus be writlen as 

(4.21) 

From (4.21) we are able to derive a minimal bound for r
j 

due to the linearity of the 

. system. Thereby, by arranging the terms we obtain 

N~le ~ rn (K -1)( -( 1 - rnn (Xe)T 'B )-I)n 
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Using Sherman-Morrison formula [76] to compute the inverse, we get 

This yields 

(I-rnn(Xef 'Br = [{I-rn'BT (Xe)nTtr 

ynTI(Xe)T ~ 
= 1 + ------'---

1-YnTIT~T (Xe) 

Then, from (4.22) we evaluate the upper bound of Y
j 

for each class. This gives 

( 130 . . . f3S- 1 JT > rn (K -1) n 
II + .BD 1 rD' , 1 + .Bs-J Ir S-j - rn ( Xe r 'B n - 1 

Therefore, we can write 

S -l K !r 1 L-s s __ 
_ 1 < s=o /3.5 r n 

r j - (K -1)!rj (Jj 

which implies that the SIR of solitary class-j should satisfy 

> * = (K -1)!rj . 

r j - r j - S -l K ' !r 1 
L ~-(K -1)-j --
s=o f3s f3j Yn 
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(4.22) 

(4.23) 

and r; is the minimal bound of the signaJ-to-interference ratio of solitary class-j that 

should be respected to guarantee the system' s requirements. • 
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Lemma 4.2: For a given value of 1fj and (Jj J r~ in (4.20) always exists 'V 0 :s; j :s; S -1 . 

Proof: 

We know that r~ > 0 which implies that 

l s -) K Jr ( ) Jrj 1 
_ s _s - K -1 - - - > 0, 'V 0 :s; j :s; S -1 . 

s=o {Js 13
j 

r n 
( 4.24) 

By averaging (4.24) over all classes, we obtain 

(4.25) 

On the other hand, fr01TI (4.24) we have 

1 
KE .{ll/{J .}--

1l J J .J r 
_ J < n, 'V jE {0,1, ... ,S -1}. 
{Jj K-1 (4.26) 

In addition, (4.24) can be written in a matrix form as 

T 1 
(Xee T -(K-1)I) 1m>-e 

rn 

(4.27) 

Jr 
Then, by solving the linear system (4.27) for _J , we get 

{Jj 

En > _1 (- ( (K -1) 1 - XeeT t r e 
rn 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 
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Thus, we can write 

KE .{Hi } _ _ l 
1 Hi J (Ji Yn 
-<-< , \jO~j~S-l 
Yn (Ji K -1 

(4.30) 

Using (4.30), it is clear that y) is bounded as follows 

O<y) < oo \jO~j~S-l (4.31 ) 

This means that y; is finite, therefore it always exits. • 

Notice that (4.30) yields the admissible interval of the power convergence. AIso, we 

remark that if a high QoS is required, then either high power or a high SNR is needed in 

order to recuperate the information signal merged in the induced noise. 

In this chapter, the power allocation is assumed to be fair among ail classes, which means 

that no class can dominate the others due to a high power allocation. Hence, let the ratio 

Hi / (Ji be arbitrarily identical for ail classes. Thus, let. a be a control parameter whose role 

is to manage the power level that is necessary to satisfy the required QoS and to achieve a 

rate augmentation whenever possible while maint.aining the fairness criterion. It is given by 

(4.32) 

The domain of a can be obtained from Lemma 4.2. The optimal value of a should be 

the one that maximizes the network capacity. On the other hand, substituting (4.32) in (4.23) 

yields 

y* =~(K -1)(J 
.1 a-1 . f 

(4.33) 
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4.4.1 Rate Allocation and Control Scheme 

Note that, as ri increases, ifj~ . decreases. This, in tum, results in a reduction of the 
J 

number of overlapping bits per packet, and hence a reduction of the transmission rate. From 

(4.10) and (4.23), we define the rate characteristic polynomial as the difference between the 

average interference variance per bit period and the target interference variance as 

(4.34) 

It is clear that because ri 2 r;, p ( Ri) should be Jess or equal to zero. Setting p ( Ri) to 

zero, we compel the system to hit the target MAI. Since if} is a function ·of X
b 

. , and 
kj , ) 

hence of Ri' the rate-characteristic polynomial permit us to determine the feasible 

transmission rate region as well as to extract the transmission rate that meets the QoS 

requirement as it wil1 be proved next in lemma 4.3. Therefore, the admissible region of the 

transmission rate is given by 

(4.35) 

Lemma 4.3: Let p U) and p(u) be the lower and the upper-bound QoS, respectively. They 

are given by 

fJU) = C
2 
(1-1/ a) ,fJ(u) = C

2 
(1-1/ a) 

(K -1) max { ifU (K -1) min { ifU 
The maximum admissible transmission rate of class-j users is given by the highest 

admissible root of the rate-characteristic polynomial when pU) ~ Pi ~ p(U) , and if is the 
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maximum possible rate R(u) of the optical OV-CDMA system when (Jj < (J(e) . The system 

has no feasible solution when f3j > (J(u ). 

Proof: 

Let R(e) = Rn and R(u) = (L-
11G

+
1 Rn be the lower and the upper possible transmission rates 

of the system, respectively. AIso, let Rj E [il be the rate for classj users. In addition, we 

define r}K) as the K
1h root of the rate-characteristic polynomial p( Rj) = 0 of class:j. From 

(4.8) and (4.34), we note that p (Rj ) = 0 can be either third or forth order polynomial. Thus, 

K E 1 r == {1, 2, 3, 4} . On the other hand, p ( Rj ) = 0 can have either one, two or three 

extremes. Thus, we define Rj (PrrUn) and Rj (Pmax ) to be the transmIssion rates for class-j 

users that correspond to any minimum or any maximum of p , respectively. 

First, we need to show that the polynomial roots cannot go beyond R(u), i.e. V' K , 

r)K) :::;; R(u) . Given a class-j whose users transmit at R(u), then the induced MAI is the 

maximum possible one. Hence, let ifl~j (R(u) ) == if~ax . This yields if;'j (Ri ::; R(u)) ::; if~ax , so 

r j ~ r U) == G 2 
/ Cf~ax ' On the other hand, V' K , r}K) corresponds to the case where 

P (Rj = r}K) ) = 0 , i.e. rj = r; . By hypothesis, this implies that r)"-) satisfy the QoS 

requirement (i.e. SIRj ~ (Jj ); hence r(e ) :::;; r; . Using (4.33), the lowest possible QoS allowed 

~or aIl classes is given as 

(4.36) 

This means that the minimal solitary class-j SIR cannot go beneath the one that is 

determined by the system as long as {Jj ~ (J(r. ). Thus, the polynomial roots are always 
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smaller than the upper bound transmission rate. (ln view of the above, if r}K) > R(u) , then the 

required QoS is less than Pi' which contradicts the hypothesis.) 

Second, we prove that there exists r}K) such that R(e):::; r}") :::; R(u). So, assume that 

::1 K El , r(K) ~ R(f) . This implies (j} (r~K) ) > (j} (RU)) = (j 2. , which in turn yields 
r J kj J kj mm 

* G
2 

(u) 
r · <--=r J - - 2 

(J . 
mm 

(4.37) 

Notice that the last inequality is inherently valid because as the transmission rate Ri 

moves toward RU!), ri goes far beyond r~ and lemma 1 is satisfied. Combining (4.33) with 

(4.37), we obtain the maximum QoS for all classes beIow which r}K) ~ RU) as 

(U) _ G
2 
(l-l/a) 

P - (K-l)-2 
(J,run 

( 4.38) 

Since O=~in is the minimum interference when no overlapping occurs, the maximum 

number of bits transmitted per time slot is X b . = L which satisfies the second term in (4.8). 
,J 

Then, 0=2. = LG and the upper bound QoS becomes 
m.rn F 

(U) _ GF(I-l/a) 
f3 - (K -I)L (4.39) 

In order for the rate-characteristic polynomial to have at least one solution r}") such that 

RU) :::; r( K) :::; R(u) , the condition p U) :::; P :::; p(u) must be fulfilled. 
J J 

Accordingly, we will determine the admissible region of the transmission rate of aIl 

classes by considering the following cases: 
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(i) If RU) :::; ry) < Ri < Ri (Pm;n):::; R(u) , p( Ri ) < 0 and :: < o. This means that p( Ri ) 
) 

is a monotonically decreasing function of Ri . In other words, the induced interference 

diminishes as the transmission rate increases, which is a contradiction. It implies that this 

region is not feasible in !R . 

(ii) If R( l) :::; Ri (PmuJ:::; Ri < ry) :::; R(u), p( Ri ) < 0 and :: > o. This means that p( RJ 
) 

is a monotonically increasing function of Ri. This implies that p ( Rj ) increases toward zero 

as Ri increases toward r}K), a deduction which agrees with our assumption: Hence, this 

region is feasibJe in !R. 

(iii) If RU) ::; R = r(A-) ::; R(u) it is the region of R that corresponds to the set of roots )), i 

r}K) ,K E Ir' of p( Ri ) = o. It represents the case where the induced interference is the 

highest. Thus, this region is a]so feasible in !R. 

As a result, the admissible region of the transmission rate Ri of cJass-:i can be written as 

(TluT2) where 

Tl={R . R . E!il ::3K E 1 max (R(t) R (p . ))::; R ::; r(K) ::; min (R (p ) R(u))} 
.1..1 ' r , '.1 mm )) J max ' 

(4.40) 

Now, Jet the transmission rate R~ E Tl u Tl represent the highest transmission r~te that a 

user in a given class-:i can reach. If ::3 r, r = max (r}K)), then 
.1 J r)K) E .nn('.Elu'.E2) 

(4.41) 
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In the case where {Ji < (JU) or (Ji > (J(u) , the roots of the rate-characteristic equation fall 

outside the feasible range and we have two situations. First, if V K , r( K) < R (e), {J . > (J(u) . 
. } } 

The system has no feasible solution. In other words, the system cannot tolerate any optical 

bit-overlapping process with such QoS. Second, if V K , r}K) ~ 9l , there exists at least one 

the system does not have a feasible solution, as weIl. Otherwise, we define the admissible 

region 

(4.42) 

This implies that if R; E E3 , R; = R(u) . • 

As an example, consider a three-class system. Assume that the users are di stributed 

among the classes as follows: 400/0 in class-O and 300/0 in each class-} and class-2. The PG is 

G = 61. Finally, we select Yn = 15 dB corn mon to a11 classes. The QoS requirements are 

assumed to be {Jo = 4 dB, A = 8 dB, and {J2 = 12 dB for class-O, class-1 and class-2, 

respectively. Fig. 4.1 depicts the third-order rate-characteristic polynomial by which the 

transmission-rate feasible regions for the three classes are determined, given that the nominal 

packet time-slot is L = 1024 bit-period and assuming a = 1.5. It is obvious that as K and 

(Ji increase, p( Ri / Rn) moves up above the zero-axis. For instance, for K = 10 users, the 

admissible regions El u E2 (in boldface line) of class-O, class-1 and class-2 are 

respectively. Clearly, when K and {J exceed certain values, there will be no feasible 
.J 

solution. Thus, the numerical results in Fig. 4.1 absolutely comply with the theoretical 

results obtained in Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.1: The rate characteristic polynomials of three classes for L = 1024 , a = 1.5 and Y
n 

= 15 
dB. 

4.4.2 Power Allocation and Control Scheme 

The optimal transmission power for every class of users is obtained throughout the 

following lemma. 

Lemma 4.4: The optimal transmission power of users in any class-j, transmitting at the 

maximum admissible rate R;, is given by 
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_ f3j 
!r . -Œ- , 

J rn 

( 4.43) 
13 / 

(e) 
1 + j r . d. e) 

( J 
<n ., for 13· <P' 

S-) K J J 

r n 1; 1 + P / (1) ( K -1) . 
s-o s r 

and ~* is no! feasible for f3
j 

> f3(u) . 

Proof: 

From Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, we have that for f3U):Ç f3
j 

:Ç f3(u) the max imum 

admissible transmission rate of any class·:i is achieved when r
j 

= r;. Substituting this in 

(4.18), we get ~* = !rj , Vj. On the other hand, for fi
j 

< p U), we have from Lemma 4.3 

R; = R(u) . This means that lowering the QoS below fi (f. ) does not yield a rate increment 

above the upper-bound cutoff-rate R(u). This yields (j~. (R;) = (jl~ax and hence r
j 

= r {e) . 
} 

Substituting the last term in (4.18) we get p * < n . . Also, for 13 > pu) there is no feasible 
J J J 

transmission rate and thus, no feasible power. • 

Lemma 4.4 states that optimal transmission power that guarantees a user in specifie class 

to achieve a maxinlum transmission rate is the upper bound intensity level (~* = n
j

) in the 

case where f3U) :Ç f3j :Ç f3(u). n j has to be determined according to the system requirements 

since it depends on the control parameter, whereas, in the case f3
j 

< f3U), the optimal 

transmission power is less than the upper bound power (~* < !r
j 
), and it is known since it 

depends on the system ' s design parameters. 
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Observation: When Pj < p U), the resource allocation is uncontrollable. It results directly 

from Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 that bath R; and Pj* are independent of the control 

parameter a . Therefore, both resources are uncontrollable. • 

In light of the above observation, we adopt p U) ~ Pj ~ fJ (u) as the QoS operating interval 

for the remaining analysis. Thus, Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 indicate that any class-j user in 

the OV -CDMA packet-network can realize its highest transmission rate at the minimum 

required QoS (i.e. SIRj = Pj) "in the QoS operating interval when the optical transmission 

power is at the maximum level (i.e. !rj ). 

4.5 Capacity Analysis 

One of the chall~nges that exist usualJy in resource allocation problems is the model of 

the network throughput or the actual network capacity that reflects real situations [71]. In 

most network applications, researchers attempt to raise the amount of the transmitted bits 

while preserving the existing channel characteristics. This task necessitates a complex 

control mechanism while keeping network power consumption as low as possible. 

Therefore, it is logical to model the capacity in our network as the ratio of the total 

transmission rate to the total transmission power which is given by 

c = Ljp(J)R; (a) = LjKjR; (a) 
L j p(J) ~* (a) L j KjPj* (a) 

(4.44) 

where R; Ca) is the transmission rate for class-j users given in (4.41) and obtained by 

Lemma 4.3. On the other hand, P;* (a) is the laser transmission power for class-j users given 

in (4.43) and obtained by Lemma 4.4. If we consider R; normalized by Rn' then C can be 

seen as the per-user network capacity normalized by Rn per unit of power. Our proposed 

criterion consists of find ing the optimal control parameter a * that maximizes C (a) such as 
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a * = arg max { C ( a ) } 
a>] 

(4.45) 

As a result, ~* ( a *) and R; ( a *) are optimally controlled via a * . 

Furthermore, we define the nominal capacity when ail users transmit at nominal rate R" 

as 

(4.46) 

The control parameter IS obtained as a: = arg n;~~ {en (a)}. This implies 

a : =min(a>l). 

Having obtained the optimal control parameter that fairly and optimally allocates the 

physical resources, the maximum average physical capacity per user in each class is 

guaranteed. Fig. 4.2 summarizes the fair resource allocation algorithm based on the QoS 

demand in the OV -CDMA-based packet access network. The flowchart illustrates the 

simplicity of the proposed scheme which makes it easy to apply in the optical network. 

Note that, in Chapter 2, we investigated the performance of OV-CDMA-based packet 

access network without any optimality consideration of the system ' s parameters at both the 

PHY layer and the MAC layer. However, the numerical results showed that the OV-CDMA 

system still offers a good throughput with a low delay at low and medium transmission rate 

levels and an acceptable performance at high rate. In addition, the performance was assessed 

at unit y transmission power. Thus, in order to achieve an optimal MAC performance while 

preserving the optimality consideration of the PHY layer, the fair resource allocation scheme 

is considered in the MAC optimization. In other words, the optimal control parameter that 

optimizes the maximum transmission rate and power, obtained by the proposed scheme at 

the PHY layer, should be now the one that lnaxÎlnizes the MAC throughput. At the same 

time, a maximum average packet delay should be satisfied as a requirement. Hence, a delay-
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constraint fair resource allocation approach is proposed to optimize the throughput of the 

OV -CDMA-based packet access network at the MAC layer while preserving the fairness 

and the optimality criteria at the PHY layer. Note that, due to its simplicity, the proposed 

resource allocation can be easily integrated in the MAC optimization as described in the next 

section. 

Assign values to f3j and K j 

V} E {O, ... ,S -I} 

Compute r; (a) , Jrj (a) 

~* ( a ) ~ Jrj ( a ) 

Solve p ( Rj ( a) ) = 0 

R; (a) ~ max {RootsOf(p)} 

Fig. 4.2: Fair QoS-based resource allocation flowchart. 

YES 

Find a * su ch that 

a * = arg max ( C ( a ) ) 
aE.J'\. 

4.6 Delay-Constraint Fair Resource Allocatoin 

At the MAC layer, a general control protocol is used to manage the packet transmission 

of OV -CDMA users of each class j in a general framework. Each user is equipped with a 

buffer to store one newly originated packet at a time. This packet is transmitted in the next 

available time slot. If Kj users are supported by class-j, then Kj forms the offered load of 

this class, so that up to K packets can be delivered in any time slot. Consequently, the 
.1 

offered load constitutes the link parameter between the MAC layer and the PHY layer where 
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the value of K j strictly depends on the allocated resources. However, due to MAI of 

undesired users and that of the overlapping process, sorne packets are unsuccessfully 

received at the destination. The packet collision is introduced as the case where a certain 

number of users simultaneously attempt transmitting their packets in a noisy channel, those 

packets are collided with the MAI-induced noise (i.e. the transmitting users exceed the MAI 

channel capacity). Therefore, MAI reduces the number of successfully delivered packets, 

and hence reduces the network throughput. The erroneous packets then need to be 

retransmitted after a random delay. Thus, the queueing sojourn time of the backlogged 

packet, which is the period of time a packet stay backlogged in the buffer until it is 

successfully delivered increases, and hence the network delay. In order to avoid large 

network delay, a delay bound is imposed to form a requirement at the MAC layer as a 

service that should be respected by the PHY layer. That is, the resources should be optimally 

allocated to the users at the PHY layer in a way that to maximize the MAC layer throughput 

whiJe considering its delay requirement. 

4.6.1 Perfomance Evaluation 

Assuming that the QoS of classj in the presence of other classes meet the minimal 

requirement i.e. SIRj = f3j , the average bit error probability faced by each classj user with 

target QoS f3j , is constant and is expressed as 

(4.47) 

It was shown in Chapter 2 that in the joint BER, ~, j ( K j' i), the error bit depends on the 

bit position i in the packet since SIR varies according to the number of overlapping bits at 

every bit position. Thus, by taking the average of SIR over aIl bits of the packet, targeted to a 

certain values f3
j

, the average BER becomes constant i.e. independent of the number of 

users which is included implicitly, and also independent of Î, which is uniformly distributed 
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over the interval [1, Xb ,j J. The joint probability of the average erroneous bit at any bit 

position can be written as 

P. (/3 i)= ~,J (KJ, i) =_1 Q(~ rpJ 
b,}}' X X 2 \jPj 

b,} b,} 

(4.48) 

where the average BER tums out to be of the form 

~ . (/3.) = ~ ~ . (fJ ,i) ,} . } L ,} } (4.49) 

The correct packet probability is then written as 

(4.50) 

The throughput of class-j in packets per slot is given as 

Ki 

Bj =~,j(Xb,j )LmfM (m) (4.51 ) 
m=O 

where lM (m) is the composite arrivaI distribution. Simplif)JÏng the model in (2.26), the 

binomial arrivaI model is considered with a transmission probability P,r ' and it is given by 

(4.52) 

Then, the throughput in (4.51) gets simplified to 

(4.53) 
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Note that, ~r = 1 represents the ideal situation when aU users successfuUy transmit their 

packets, simultaneously. For S-ALOHAIOV -CDMA ~r < 1 (see appendix C). In addition, 

the average delay encountered by class-j in slots is defined by Little ' s theorem as the ratio 

Di of the average number ofbacklogged packets over the throughput, 

(4.54) 

where ni is the average number of unsuccessful transmissions. For a general MAC protocol, 

ni = K i - ei , for S-ALOHA, ni = 1 + di and for "R3T, ni = K i . A . To shed light on the 

characteristic of the OV -CDMA system for increasing the transmission rate above the 

nominal limit, the overall network throughput is measured in bits per second as 

( 4.55) 

Further, the average network delay in time slots is computed as 

~ nR 
D = ~j } } 

e 
(4.56) 

4.6.2 Delay-Constraint Optimization Problem 

In this section, we set the delay-constraint fair resource allocation strategy to jointly 

optimize the allocation of the multimedia transmission rate and the power consumption at 

the transmission as well as the network throughput, abiding certain delay requirements, d 

slots, and QoS demands. The optimization is done on the basis of the predetermined OOK 

modulation scheme at the PHY layer, and the selected S-ALOHA and R3Tprotocols at the 

MAC layer. 
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The optimization problem ({9pl): 

(4.57) 

Constrained to: 

D5:d (4.58) 

(4.59) 

(4.60) 

where X b and P are the transmission rate vector and the transmission power vector for aIl 

. classes, respectively. (4.58)is the average network delay requirement constraint that should 

be respected by the PHY layer. (4.59) is the domain of the transmission rate of each class-j 

of users. (4.60) is the transmission power constraint of each class-j of users, too. 

The common parameter which coordinates between the two layers is the tolerable number 

of users that plays the role of the offered load at the MAC layer. This parameter is derived 

from SIRj = f3j for each class} as 

(4.61 ) 

By applying the fair QoS-based resource allocation scheme for the time-slotted optical 

OV -CDMA network, the transmission rate of class-j users is maximized when the users 

achieve their transmission at the upper bound optical transmission power. Then, the 

maximum transmission rate and the corresponding maximum transmission power are 

optimaJly controlled via a control parameter a , which is also the fairness parameter. Recall 

that, this term cornes from the fact that a contr01s the allocated resources based on the 
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required QoS by each class of users as an aspect which is considered satisfactory among the 

users. Therefore, the implication of the proposed scheme is realized by solving (4.12) for P. 
J 

when satisfying the minimal QoS, and then by using (4.60) to get y . ? y * (Lemma 4.1). 
J J . 

Thereafter, the maximum transmission rate is obtained when Y . =Y* =~(K . -l)/3 . 
J J a-l J J 

(Lemma 4.3) with a corresponding transmission power Pj* = J[j = a /3j / Yn where a > 1 

(Lemma 4.4). Consequently, (4.61) is reduced to Kj (Xb j,a) = r p U) [1 + ~ (1- ~)) -± 1 
such that K j (Xb,j' a) E N* ,1 ~ Kj ~ pU)G, Vj ,. and L j K j = K. The function 1 x-1/2l 
rounds off x to the nearest integer. 

It follows that the search dimension of (l9pl) has been reduced, and (l9pl) can be 

simplified to (l9p2): 

(4.62) 

Constrained to: 

(4.63) 

L~Xb,j ~(L-l)G+l, Vj (4.64) 

(4.65) 

( 4.66) 

( 4.67) 
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The constraint (4.63) represents the delay bound. (4.65) is to preserve the distribution of 

the classes in the allocation process. (4.66) is to guarantee a finite transmission power and 

the assumption of unique EHC-code assignment. The characteristic of EHC [11] , which is a 

family of one-coincidence two-dimensional codes, is that the cardinality of the codebook 

equals the PG. Hence, up to G users can be coded simultaneously. (4.67) is to guarantee 

valid bounds of the control parameter. Since it is a non-linear and non-convex optimization 

problem, the proposed design is evaluated numerically. 

Among the different MAC protocols, our focal interest wiU be on the S-ALOHAlOV

CDMA protocol. This is due to its ease of implementation and its achievable performance as 

the numerical results illustrate in the next section. 

Finally, for practical implementations, our proposed control protocol design can be 

implemented on an FPGA platform or a fix transistor chip to operate electronically at the 

·MAC layer of the network. The mechanism of operation can work as foUows. Once the 

optimal rate has been determined, the total number of bits that should be transmitted per 

packet time slot is known, and the bits are stored in the electronic buffer before optically 

modulated. Owing to the absence of the one-to-one correspondence between the electrical 

transmission rate and the bit duration (~= GTe ) in the OV -CDMA system, increasing the 

rate will not affect the bit duration of the optical system and hence the optical packet time

slot. So, having determined the optical time-slot, the electrical data is optically modulated 

and sequentially transmitted over the FBG through which the overlapping process occurs. 

The optical modulation is performed at intensity levels which are optimally allocated in 

advance by evaluating the resource allocation algorithm about the system's parameters 

settings. When all bits are transmitted, the electronic buffer is freed once the optical packet is 

successfully transmitted and correctly received. Thus, S-ALOHA/OV -CDMA tends to 

electronically control the intensity and the arrivai of data, hence the optical collision, through 

managing the multiple access interference in the optical fiber from the link layer. 
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4.7 Numerical Results and Discussion 

In this part we assess numerically the feasibility of resource allocation proposaI and its 

performance at the link layer with different MAC protocols. 

4.7.1 The Fair Resource Allocation Scheme Assessement 

In this section, we provide a numericai analysis of our analytical results in order to gain 

more insight into the problem. In addition, the analyticai results are then compared to 

numerical ones obtained using a numerical search method. This method is based on the 

quasi-Newton method, in which a quadratic programming sub-problem is solved at each 

iteration, and an estimate of the Hessian of the Lagrangian function is updated using the 

. BFGS method (suggested by Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shannon in 1970) [65], [66]. 

It finds numerically the optimal transmission rate and the optimal transmission power of 

class-j users that maximize C(a) = L jP(J) Rj (a)/L jP(J )Pj (a) as functions of a such 

that a > 1. The optimization problem is subject to the constraints SIRj = Pj , 

R( f) ::; Rj ::; R(u) and 0 < Pj ::; trj . Note that, from (4.32) trj varies in term of a , whiçh has 

to be determined. Thus, we set a search space of a as .Jl = {a : 1 < a ::; 10} . Then, for each 

value of a E A , incremented by a small step size in each iteration, we make use of the 

aforementioned numerical search Inethod to solve the optimization problem as described in 

Fig. 4.2. Consequently, C* (a), R; (a) and ~* (a) are obtained. The optitnal control 

parameter satisfies a * = arg max C* (a). The numerical results show a total agreement with 
ŒEA 

the analytical ones and validate our analysis. 

We consider a three-class system, S = 3, where each class is characterized by its own 

QoS. The total number of users in the network changes from K = lOto 40 users. The users 

are distributed among the classes âs follows: 40% in class-O, 30% in class-l , and 300/0 in 

class-2. Ail the users are assigned codes of fixed PG G = 61 through which they can 

generate packets of length L = 1024 bits per time slot. Finally, we select Yn = 15 dB 
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corn mon to a11 classes. Assume that QoS requirements are /30 = 4 dB, ~ = 8 dB, and /32 

12 dB for class-O, class-1 and class-2, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.3: The network capacity shape versus the control parameter a . 

5 

The normalized network capacity is examined in Fig. 4.3 as a function of the control 

parameter a. Notice that the normalized capacity per user has a global maximum, which 

means that there exists a value of a that maximizes the normalized capacity. Obviously, in 

this case it is 1.5. As a goes to infinity, the user's capacity degrades. Consequently, the 

high optical intensity-Ievel turns out to be destructive, a case which fits to our target revealed 

in the model of the capacity function depicted in (4.44). AIso, we notice a steadiness for the 

control parameter when K varies. This can be interpreted as follows. From (4.32) the 

maximum transmission power is proportion al to a. Since increasing the total number of 

users necessitates a reduction of optical power, the control pàrameter should be small. On 

the other hand, (4.33) and lemma 4.3 reveal a one-to-one correspondence between the 

control parameter and the maximum transmission rate such that increasing a is followed by 

an augmentation of the maximum transmission rate. Thus, two paradoxical objectives are 

abided by the network capacity which is the main objective function to be maximized. The 
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proposed control algorithm solves the problem by steadying a. Indeed, the results of Fig. 

4.3 assert that the constant control parameter is the one that max imizes the network capacjty 

whose level varies according to K . 
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60 

Fig. 4.4 illustrates the optimal capacity C versus the nominal capacity Cn per active user 

when the number of users increases. The figure shows clearly the improvement of the 

optimized capacity per user with respect to the nominal one which can be seen as a lower 

bound. A large capacity is provided in the region of small num ber of users because more bits 

can be tolerated per time slot due to overlapping. As K increases, this capacity gets reduced 

until it eventually reaches the nominal one. 

The optimal transmission power of each class of users as a function of K . is shown in 

Fig. 4.5. We observe that the allocated transmission power per user is fairly chosen for each 

class according to its QoS requirement. Class-2 users transmit with the highest power 

because they require the highest QoS. ln addition, users always transmit with the ·highest 

power Jr j , a result which validates Lemma 4.4. 
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The optimal transmission rates for each class of users are depicted in Fig. 4.6. Using our 

proposed algorithm, it is clear that there is an increase in the transmission rate of each class 

of users. Ail classes can simultaneously transmit at rates varying between the lower and the 

upper hound cutoff rates of the OV -CDMA system. Note that in Chapter 3, only one class at 

a time can transmit at rate between the cutoff bounds while the other classes translllit 'either 

at the lower or at the upper cutoff bound, a fact which can he considered as unfair. As K 

increases, each user is required to diminish the transmission bit rate to reduce the MAI effect 

in the optical channel. 

In the remaining part, we evaluate the effect of the QoS on the proposed resource 

allocation and control algorithm. In this direction, we keep the same QoS ' s of class-Q and 

class-2 as in the previous part and we vary that of class-l. The other design parameters 

remain unchanged. 
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Fig. 4.6: The normalized optimal transmission rate of class-j users versus the total number of users. 

The proposed controlling scheme adjusts the transmission rate of class-l as ~ varies to 

fit the requirements as illustrated in Fig. 4.7, while R~ and R; are constant. The highest 

transmission rate is allocated when a poor QoS is required. Then, whether more users 

become active or astringent QoS is demanded, RJ* decreases toward the nominal rate. The 

decrease in the transmission rate results from lowering the number of overJapped bits per 

time slot in order to reduce the induced MAI level. When (3, > (3(1.1) , we remark that high 

QoS ' s are no more tolerable since they force the transmission rate to go below the nominal 

rate. This in turn validates the analytical result presented in Lemma 4.3. 

The power control versus the rate allocation of class-l is revealed in Fig. 4.8. Low rate 

users are illuminated with high power since they transmit at a high QoS. As the allotted 

transmission rate increases, the corresponding supplied power decays rapidly because the 

QoS has been relaxed. Moreover, when K increases, less power· is allowed per user and the 

maximum allowable increase in the transmission rate above the nominal rate is smal1er. 
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Fig. 4.8: The optimal transmISSIon power allocation as a function of the normalized optimal 
transmission rate of c]ass-l users. 
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Fig. 4.9: The normalized optimal user' s capacity versus the QoS variation of class-l. 

The normalized optimal network capacity per user is depicted in Fig. 4.9. The 

improvement of the capacity with respect to the nominal capacity is obvious for different 

network conditions. For example, in the presence of 20 active users, six of which are in 

class-l transmitting at a target QoS ~ = 0 dB, the maximum achievable capa~ity is 17.7 

times Rn per m W, which is around four times the nominal capacity. Such an improvement 

diminishes when the number of active users increases, and/or when the demand on QoS 

increases. The fast capacity decay is due to the fact that the controlling scheme tends to 

guarantee high QoS requirelnents rather than to increase the transmission rate of users by 

reducing the MAI effect in the network. 

4.7.2 The Delay-Constraint Optimization Assessment 

A numerical evaluation has been performed for ({9p2) in three different situations. The 

first one is when ail users transmit successfully ail their packets, and we refer to this 

situation as an ideal case (~r = 1) . The second and the third situations are those when the 

proposed MAC protocol is S-ALOHA/OV-CDMA protocoJ and, R3T/OV-CDMA, 
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respectively (~r < 1) , using EPA in both cases (Appendix C). The upper limit transmission 

latency is d = 3 slots. For R3T/OV-CDMA protocol, the packet generation probability is 0.6, 

the two-way propagation delay is 2 time 5lots, and the timeout duration is one time slot. For 

S-ALOHA/OV -CDMA protocol, the packet generation probability is also 0.6, the 

retransmission probability is 0.9 and the number of retransmission attempts is 2. The other 

design parame~ers are similar to the previous section. 

In Fig. 4.10, the throughput of the MAC, normalized to the nominal transmission rate, is 

evaluated. Notice that the MAC throughputs under bath protocols are comparable with a 

slight superiority for the S-ALOHAIOV -CDMA. This means that the latter can stimulate the 

optical channel to tolerate more transmitted bits per second. However, both protocols offer 

much lower throughput compared against the ideal case; a fact which is obvious in a non

ideal channel where the average number of correctly transmitted packets is restrained by 

MAI induced by the overlapping process and the non-perfect orthogonal ity of the 

codewords. On the other hand, the MAC throughputs of the three situations decay and 

approach each other as a high QoS is required sin ce now the optical overlapped system 

reduces the number of overlapping bit during the transmission. 
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Fig. 4.10: The normalized throughput of the MAC for three different cases versus the QoS of class-l. 
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Fig. 4.11 depicts the delay faced by the MAC when undergoing the different situations. 

S-ALOHA/OV -CDMA offers low delay compared to the R3T/OV -CDMA for several 

reasons. First, it is the presence of signaling mode, in the latter protocol , which in case of 

failure can raise the number of retransmissions, and hence the delay time. Second, it is the 

presence of the propagation delay. Third, the average delay increases with packet generation 

and transmission probability (equals to 0.6). However, due to the joint optimization of the 

MAC and the PHY layers, the average delay of R3T/OV-CDMA is smaller than the defined 

two-way propagation delay. Rence it is inherently satisfying the delay constraint (d = 3) . 

For S-ALOHA/OV -CDMA, the average delay is solely depending on the retransmission 

probability, so that raising this probability decreases the delay. In addition, even in the ideal 

case the average delayis persistent in the MAC. This means that a packet may face collision 

especially at higher transmission rate (high load) before it successfully reaches the 

destination. By the proposed MAC design, the average delay in ail cases is always respecting 

the delay requirement. 
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Fig. 4.12: The transmission rate allocations of the three classes through the MAC optimization. 

The transmission rate aJ1ocations of the three classes of users are revealed in Fig. 4.12. 

Note that the transm ission rates are aJlotted by the MAC optimization undergoing both 

protocols are equal to that of the ideal case although the performarce of the latter at the 

MAC layer is much higher. Thismeans that the proposed MAC design guarantees an 

optimal allocation of the transmission rate of ail the classes. Since both protocols provide 

comparable performance at the link layer, their transmission rates are similar. In addition, 

the transmission rate of class-O and class-2 are constant while that of class-l decays as QoS 

increases. This happens since the solitary SIR's always satisfy the constraint (4.67) with 

equality, which is QoS-dependent, hence, the transmission rate. Furthermore, class-1 

transmission rate diminishes as ~ increases until it reaches the nominal rate at the upper 

bound QoS, which is in this case 18 dB. 
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In Fig. 4.13, a similar scenario can be observed in terms of the optimal control parameter 

of the three MAC situations. That is, the optimal control parameters assigned to both 

protocols are almost identical to that of the ideal case and they are reduced with the increase 

of flt. This den otes that the MAC assigns almost the same optical power for the different 

protocols regardless of their performances, a situation which is undesired. The reason behind 

this is that in a non-ideal optical channel more power is required per transmission to combat 

the collision factor, which is considered in both protocols. AIso, it is certified that low 

transmission rate consumes less optical power. The optical power allotted to the users under 

different MAC protocols are quantitatively illustrated in Fig. 4.14. 

, The throughput variations in terms of the total offered load is represented in Fig. 4.15. 

The results assert that both protocols provide almost the same performance with nearly equal 

load, while the optimal throughput of the ideal case forms the upper bound that can be 

achieved. 

According to the comparison between the two protocols, it seems logical to have 

comparable performance in general. However, S-ALOHA provides slight improvement over 

R3T especially when aIl other parameters are optimized. 

In our previous analyses, we have se en that the performance of former protocol 

moderately outperforms the latter one at low rates, and the latter also moderately surpasses 

the former one at higher rates, while both are competitive at moderate rates. The delay

constraint fair resoürce allocation always tends to allocate low to moderate overlapping 

transmission 'rate. This transmission rate is still higher than the nominal rate, and hence the 

existence of this performance comparability of both protocols. However, S-ALOHA/OV

CDMA is better serving the higher offered load than the other protoco1. On the other hand, 

Fig. 4.16 indicates that with equal QoS-proportional transmission power S-ALOHA/OV

CDMA performs better than R3T/OV -CDMA, while both of them are around 50% less than 

the ideal performance. 
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4.8 Conclusion 

We proposed a fair resource allocation scheme for multi-class time-slotted optical ov
CDMA-based packet networks. This scheme is fair as it is based on the QoS requirements of 

the users. In addition, no class of users can dominate the other classes. The Sherman

Morrison ' s matrix inversion lemma was used to solve the power allocation problem in a 

closed form. A rate-characteristic polynomial has been derived and solved for the optimal 

transmission rate allocation. The resources are optimally allocated as functions of a single 

control parameter, which helps to reduce the search space into one dimensionaJ space. Our 

approach is unified since it is independent from the shape of the network capacity. Then, we 

proposed a delay-constraint fair resource allocation optimization for OV -CDMA-based 

packet networks that uses the fair resource allocation scheme at the PHY layer with QoS

adaptive BER to maximize the MAC throughput with sorne delay requirements. S

ALOHA/OV -CDMA and R
3
T/OV -CDMA are compared to using EP A with binomial arrivaI 

distribution. A numerical search method was employed to validate the analytical resuJts. 

Both numerical and analytical resuJts proved that our resource allocation scheme is simple to 

implement and offers a substantial improvement to the system capacity. In addition, the 

comparison assessment shows that the performances of both protocols are almost · 

comparable while their optimal delay is always respecting the MAC layer requirement. The 

fairness and the optimality of the resource allocation are a]so preserved. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Future Perspective 

We close our thesis by stating conciseIy the main contributions of our work as foJlows: 

1) We analyzed the performance of the OY -CDMA system for a single class of 

transmission rate with unity power for aJJ users at the link Jayer of a time-slotted 

packet access network. We compared the performance of the proposed system to that 

of the classical VPG. CDMA system for muJtirate applications. Having derived the 

correct packet probability, the performances of both systems were investigated in 

terms of throughput, deIay and stability under S-ALOHA protocol. Further, we 

derived a comparison of performances undergoing two MAC protocols - a simple S

ALOHA and a more advanced R3T protocol, originaJly proposed for optical packet 

networks. The comparison investigates the influence ofvarying the offered Joad on the 

throughput and the average deJay of both protocoJs. The original resuJts of this study 

revealed that the proposed overlapped system outperforms the variable processing gain 

system despite the MAC protocoI used. Concerning the efficiency of the MAC 

protocols, S-ALOHA/FFH-CDMA performs better than R3T/FFH-CDMA at relatively . 

high offered Ioad. On the other hand, the latter protocoI is more effective at low and 

medium offered load. While, at moderate channel load conditions, both protocols can 

offer comparable performances. The results are basicaI1y reIated to the size of the 

optical network whether of large or of small scale. In smaI1 scale networks, example of 

which is the local area network, the number ofusersis almost limited to orders oftens. 

The originated traffic load in this case can be within the MAI-limited capacity of the 

OY -CDMA channel especially at medium transmission rate. R3T performs better than 

S-ALOHA. In large scale networks, exmnples ofwhich are the metropoIitan networks, 

the originated traffic Ioad is heavier. S-ALOHA is more efficient is this case. 
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2) Thus, the first step of our study was carried at the link layer with a random selection of 

the physical parameters such as the overlapping coefficient (which is equivalent to the 

transmission rate) with no consideration to the optical transmission power. For this 

reason, we developed a new resource aJlocation strategy for the av -CDMA system at 

the PHY layer of the network to optimally allocate the transmission rate and the 

transmission power to users spread out over different classes of the QoS. That was our 

second contribution which gave us a useful insight on the optimal distribution of the 

physical resources of the overlapped system. We remarked that the resources are 

unfairly distributed among the users of different QaS ' s sa that at high QoS only one 

class of users can achieve relatively high transmission rate through the overlapping 

process while other classes transmit at nominal rate (i.e. with no overlapping process). 

AIso, at low and mediym QoS only one class can transmit at intermediate rate, while 

the others either transmit at a rate with full overlapping process or at the nominal rate. 

Albeit this unfairness, the results reported a possibility of achieving an optimal 

resource allocation and impelled us to seek more fair and realistic strategy to improve 

the system performance. 

3) Consequently, our third general contribution was manifested by designing a fair 

resource allocation strategy for the overlapped system taking into concern its possible 

integration into the packet access network. Thus, we proposed a fair resources 

allocation scheme whereby which the allocation is based on the QoS demanded by 

each class of users in a time-slotted optical packet network. The key characteristic of 

this scheme is its application of a unified approach \vhich maximizes any form of the 

objection function, solely depending on a control parameter, also known as the 

faimess parameter. Also, it is simple to implement in the ultra-fast optical networks. 

By this strategy, first the average capacity per user has been improved, second more 

classes can simultaneously have their transmission rates allotted at higher values above 

the nominal one and third they can achieve their transmissions at upper-bound power 

levels still lower than that of the previous strategy. 

4) Finally, we combined the analysis performed at the link layer with the fair QoS-based 

resource allocation strategy at the PHY layer as a delay-constraint optimization . . This 
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aimed at optimizing the performance of the time-slotted GV -CDMA-based packet 

network while at the same time optimizing the resource allocation at the PHY layer for 

different classes of QoS's. We assessed the performance in terms of the network 

throughput, and the average delay under S-ALOHA and R3T at the MAC layer, and the 

faimess and the optimality of the resource allocation at the PHY layer, using OOK 

channel modulation scheme. The results were compared to an ideal situation where aIl 

users successfully transmit their packets, simultaneously. lndeed, the proposed design 

hits our objectives. First, it allocates the transmission rate for users in different classes 

as high as that of the ideal case under both protocols. Second, the transmission power 

is fairly low compared to the ideal case and relative to the transmission capacity that 

the users can handle. Third, the network throughput is around half of that of the ideal 

case under both MAC protocols. Finally, the network delay constraint is always 

respected. Concerning the efficiency of both protocols, S-ALOHA/OV -CDMA shows 

a modest dominance over R3T/OV -CDMA. The reason is that the former protocoi was 

proved to handle heavy traffic load and high transmission rate better than the latter 

one. 

The results of our contributions validate our choice of the S-ALOHA as a simple protocol 

to control the arrivaI of packets at the link layer of the OV-CDMA-based packet network 

against the R3T or any other complex protocol like reservation ALOHA (R-ALOHA) [29] , 

[82] , while we can achieve a relatively good throughput with Jess management. 

Future Perspective 

To consolidate the potential efficiency of optical networks, synergy among different 

communication layers will be suggested as a new approach of optimality control of the QoS 

and the resource utilization. This approach is prevalently known as cross-layer optimization 

[77]-[81]. The cross-layer design violates the reference architecture of the protocol stack to 

impose direct communication and collaboration among the different layers. This is achieved 

by creating new interface layers whose roles are to share parameters dynamically during the 
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runtime. The major objective of the cross-layer is to optimize the network performance 

where a strict layered architecture is in competent to realize. 

Consequently, simpler resource allocation schemes which are analytically more tractable 

will be foreseeable. Also, more advanced MAC protocols can be tested and selected 

opportunistically. Beside S-ALOHA and R3T, CSMA-like protocols [28] , [32]-[37] will be 

nominated to control the OV -CDMA traffic load at the MAC layer or ev en at the cross-layer. 

In our thesis, the beat noise is considered mitigated, and the main source of noise is the 

multiple access interference. However, although advanced scenarios have been developed to 

mitigate the beat noise effect or to reduce it [72]-[74] , those scenarios are still restricted to 

sorne particular optical systems ' architectures, spread spectrum patterns or channel coding 

schemes. To date, there is no mature canonical methodology that can be practically applied 

to optical communication systems to alleviate the beat noise impairrnent. Renee, the 

suggestion of analyzing the performance of the OV -CDMA system taking into account the 

beat noise effect will be considered prospectively. Consequently, we expect that this 

accurate analysis will render the optical overlapped system more viable for practical 

implementation as it can provide more realistic insight on the systems ' behavior. 
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ProofofLemma 3.2 

Consider that R ' == (R,' , R; r solves the optimization problem (nz) for any two-cIass 

subsystem, class-i and class-j Vi 7= j E {O, l, ... , S -1}. Satisfying the KT conditions, the 

solution of (rr2 ) is represented by twelve possible cases. For each one of them, the 

transmission rates are feasible by satisfying the system constraints (3.17) to (3.20) and have 

unique solution in finite intervals of the QoS ~ and J3
j 

for class-i and class-j, respectively. 

Consequently, the solution is given as follows: 

Case 1: 

if the second term has a positive real value; otherwise, 

The optimal solution is given by 

(A.l) 

(A.2) 

The Lagrange multipliers are 
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(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

By checking the interval of ~ and (3;, we can easily recognize that /3; > /3) . In addition, 

the optimal solution in (A.l) and (A.2) shows clearly that · R
i
* < R;, which satisfies Lemma 

3.2. 

Case 2: 

and /3} E 

I
I - 2M;R(ul /3; + ~(1- 2M;R{Ul/3; r -( 2M

j
R(ll /3; r 

2M .RU) 
} 

) * = SNR M . [2MR(e ) +( ~. + /3) .. ]MR(U) __ 1.) 
/"2 n } } PI ~ 1 /3, 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 
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~ ==SNR M o (-2MoR(U) -(~ + fij JM oR(f) +~J (A.9) 
:> n 1 1 fi

j 
~ } ~ 

In this case, fij > ~ and R; < R
j
* . 

Case 3: 

and fi
j 

E 

-MjR(U) /3, + ~(MjR(U) /3, r + MjR(; ) (/3, - MjR(' ) /3,2) 

MR(e) 
1 

(A.ll) 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 
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Note that f3j < /3; , Ri* = R( e) and R; :;t { RU) , R(u) }. In addition, since R
j
* and R; are 

feasible solutions and satisfying Lemma 3.1 , R; should satisfy RU) ~ R; ~ R(u) . This implies 

that R; > R j* . 

Case 4: 

1- 2Mj R(f ) fi; + ~(1- 2M
j
R (t ) fi; r -(2M

j
R(e) fi; r 

2MR(e) 
} 

·Â* =..-t:=/l,* =/l,*=O 
/"'] J 4 5 

Using the same analysis in Case 3 we can show that fi) > ~ and R.; < R
i
* • 

Case 5: 

(A.15) 

(A.l6) 

(A.17) 

(A.l8) 
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and /3i E 

- Mj R(l) /1; + (Mj R(l) /1; r + M; R(u) (/1; - M; é ) /1;2) 

M .R (u) 
/ 

l ' = SNR M (pl - /1;2) (. R +M R(u) (/32 _ a2)) 
/~ n / 2~2 /3} fJ/ / } fJ; 

Also using the same analysis in Case 3 we can show that /3
l 

> ~ and R; < R;* . 

Case 6: 
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(A.l9) 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 
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J3j E 

1- 2M,R(/) /3, - J( 1- 2M,R(/) /3, r -(2M
j
R(u) /3, r 

2M .R(u) 
} 

1-2M,é)/3, -J(I-2M,R(U)/3, r -(2M
j
é)/3, r 

2M .R(u) 
} 

u 

1- 2M,R( /) /3, -J( 1-2M,R( /) /3, r -( 2M
j
R(u) /3, r 

2M .R(u) . 
} max 

1- 2M,R(u) /3, + J( 1- 2M,R(u) /3, r -( 2M
j
R(u ) /3, r 

2M .R(u) 
} 

Â' = SNR M (/3,2 - pl) (a + M .R (U ) (a2 _ 132 )) 
4 n } 2 ~2 J3l Pi } PI } 

The same interpretation as in Case 3 leads to J3
j 

< ~ and R.: > R
i
* . 

Case 7: 
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(A.23) 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 
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and f3j E max 

1- 2M;R{/ ) /3; + ~(1- 2M;R(t) /3; r -(2Mj R {t ) /3; r 
2M .R(e) 

} 

-Mj R{f ) /3; + (Mj R {I ) /3; r + M;R{ I) (/3; - M;R{!) /3;2) 

M .R(I!) 
1 

-t* =;L* =Â*= O 
J 4 5 
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I-M.R(e) r-l. 
1 P i 

(A.27) 

(A.28) 

(A.29) 

(A.30) 

In this case, since R; = Rj*, whether f3j < 10 or f3
j 

> 10 , then the condition R; = R
j
* is 

always satisfied. 

Case 8: 

f3j E 

]- 2M;R{U) /3; - ~(1- 2M;R{u) /3; r -( 2MJR{u) /3; r 
2M .R(u ) 

} 

-MJR{u) /3; + (Mj R{u) /3; r + M;R{u) (/3; - MiR{U) /3;2) 

MR(u) 
1 

(A.31 ) 
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The same interpretation is used as in Case 8. 

Case 9: 

max 

1-2P/(Pma,SNRn)+ (1-2P/(Pmax SNRn)f +(2MjR(Ulpf 
2MR(u) 

J 

Pl E M~(Ul (1- fi, (M,R(ul + 1/( Pmax SNRn))) 
J 

min (p , Mj~(Ul (1- fi, (M,R( ll + 1/( Pmax SNRn))) 1 
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(A.32) 

(A.33) 

(A.34) 

(A.35) 

(A.36) 

(A.37) 
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(A.38) 

(A.39) 

Notice that ~ > f3j is imposed on the solution so that --1; in (A.37) should satisfy the KT 

condition, À; ~ O. In addition, R j* < R; using the analysis used in Case 3. The same 

reasoning will be applied to the remaining cases. 

Case 10: 

[ 

1 + ~l + 4MjR(f) 13,2 (MjR(f) + 2/{ PmaxSNRn)) ]_ M,R(u) 13, ] 
max ~. , () ,(), 

' 2MjR e +4/{Pmax SNRn) M jR c +l/{Pmax SNRn) 

1-MR(e)a 
, fJ, 

R* = _1_(1_ f3 . (M .R(e) + l/{P SNR ))) , M . a J J max n 
,fJi 

(A.40) 

(A.41) 

(A.42) 

"i* = SNRn (f32 (MR( e) +2/{P SNR ))-f3. -MR(t) a2 ) 
5 ~2 /3./ J J max n J ' fJ, (A.43) 

(A.44) 
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Case 11: 

1 * = Mi (~2 _ f32) (A.47) 
/1 f32 pl) 

) max 

Â: = SNRn (-f32 M .R(e ) + a2 (MR (e ) + 2/(P SNR)) - a) (A.48) ) ~ f3} ) ) PI 1 max n PI 

In this case, ~ > /3./ and R~ > Ri* . 

Case 12: 
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~ ' MR(U) +1/I{P ~NR) ' 
J max n 

max 
~/(PmaxSNRn)- ~2 / (Pmax SNRS + M jR(u) (M,R(u) ~2 - ~) , 

M .R(u) 
1 . 

I- M .R(U) R . 
J f/ J 

M .RU) + 1/(P SNR) 
J max n 

(A.50) 

R* =_I_(I-[J.j{P SNR )-MR(u) /-l) 
J M . [J . J max n J f/J 

J J 

(A.5 1) 

* Mj ( 2 2) 
~ = /-l[JP [Jj -P 

f/o ) max 

(A.52) 

Â,* = SNRn (-/32MR(U) + 2/3 /-lj{P SNR) + MR(u) a2 
_ /-l) 

5 P/3] .J J Jf/J max n . J f/, f/, 
(A.53) 

(A.54) 

As a result, it is clear that for ail possible solutions of a two-cJass subsystem when 

~ > /3j' R j* ::; R; and vice versa, which proves the lemma for the two subclasses. To 

generalize this result to the S-class system, consider a third class, class-k, with a QoS /3k ' 

Applying the previous derivation to the two-class subsystem class-j and class-k, we can 
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prove that when /Ji > /Jk , R; ~ R; and VIce versa. Therefore if ~ > /Ji > /Jk' then 

Ri ~ Ri ~ Rk is always true. F ollowing the same recurrence for ScIasses, we can easily show 

that if /Jo > /JI > ... > /JS-I' then Ro ~ RI ~ . .. ~ RS-I ' which completes the proof. • 
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The constant coefficients of the polynomials that form the average interference variance 

over aIl bit-positions in a packet time-slot in (4.8) section 4.3 are given as follows. 

A 4 = GL
4 

-12GL3 + 51GL2 - 90GL + 54G 

A 3 = 5GL
4 
-( 42G + 6F)L

3 + (102G + 30F)L2 - (54G + 48F)L - 27G + 24F 

~ = 8GL
4 

-(34G +6F)L
3 
-( G-6F)L2 +( 60G + 24F)L-9G-24F 

Ao = (8G+6F)L3 
-( 4G+6F)L2 

_ B" = GL2 
- 6GL + 9G 

.) 

B2 =3GL2_(6G-2F)L-9G-2F 
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In both protocols, it is assumed that packets arrive following a binomial distribution with 

a transmission probability ~r' Then the throughput functions of OV -CDMA-based network 

undergoing both protocols can be rearranged to be of the form Bj = Kj~r~,j . 

When we consider the ideal situation, we meant the situation when the utmost number of 

available packets in the network are transmitted and correctly received, that is, Kj packets 

engendered by K j users and hence ~r = 1 . However, in S-ALOHA and R3r only (~r < 1) 

percent out of the available Kj packets are transmitted and correctly received due to 

collision consideration. Thus, the ideal case provides an insight into how much the protocol 

efficiencies are far from the boundary limit. 

1. A Simplified Model ofS-ALOHAJOV-CDMA Protocol using EPA 

Consider a finite number ofusers, K , available in the system. Each user generates a new 

message at the beginning of the time slot with probability Po once a previous message is 

completely transmitted. The message is divided into a number of packets geometrically 

distributed with mean € . The message is stored in a queue, which it cannot accept any new 

message unJess the current message is completely transmitted. The channel propagation 

delay is assumed negligible. 

Initially, a user is in state m ; it sends its packet with probability Po (1- Œ) , receives with 

probability C5 or stays idle otherwise as illustrated in Fig. C.I That is, either a user transmits, 

receives packets or does nothing. In the transmission mode (states Si)' a user proceeds with 

transmitting the next packet if the current packet is successfully sent with a correct packet 

probability ~. Otherwise, errors may occur with probability (1- ~) , and hence collisions. 
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The user then enters the backlogged mode (states d;). Unsuccessfully transmitted packets 

are backlogged, and then retransmitted at the next time slot with a probability ~. After t 

unsuccessful retransmission attempts, the backlogged packet is assumed to be immediately 

retransmitted (i.e. ~ = 1). In the reception mode (states ~), a packet is considered correctly 

received if it is successfully transmitted over the channel. Finally, if aIl packets are correctly 

received, the user returns to its initial state. 

I-P 
r I-P r 

dl 
t 

Fig. C.l: SimpJified S-ALOHA/OV -CDMA model using EPA approximation. 

We define s , d and r as the total num ber of packets in the transmission mode, the 

backlogged mode and the reception mode at equilibrium, respectively, and the flow 

equations are given as follows: 

;-] f). Le l_~e 
s =p S ::::::>S= S=--s 

1 c ] . 1 I-P 1 
1=1 c 

(C.l) 

di = (1- P )/-1 di 
1 r 1 (C.2) 

1-] 

SI (1 - ~ ) = P,. L d; + d/ = dt (C.3) 
1=1 
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(C.4) 

f 

mŒ == Ij == ... == re ~ r ~ L 1j == f lj (C.5) 
i= l 

The last packet received is equal to the last packet transmitted, so that 

m~ (1 - Œ) == S e~ (C.6) 

At equi}ibrium, the received packets in state i are equaI to those transmitted. This gives 

(C.7) 

Thus, (C.5) - (C.7) yield the reception probability at equilibrium 

The number of packets in aIl states should be equal to the total number of packets offered 

for transmission. K == m + S + d + r and sa ~ S + d is defined as the total number of packets 

attempting transmission. This implies 

(C.8) 

Note that, since in av -CDMA system ~. is independent of the number of users, (C.8) 

represents the relationship between K and sa' 
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The EPA model of S-ALOHA/CDMA is applied to every class-j of users, 

Vj E { 0, ... , S -l} . The throughput of each class:i users is then given by 

=SO,j (l+~-l(l-(l-~n(l-~Jr ~,j 
Po (1- (J)) (1-~~) ) 

(C.9) 

The average number ofbacklogged users of class-j is n) = 1 + dj , hence the delay is given 

by Little ' s theorem. ~r is represented by the fraction term. Kj' ~r and P C, ) are aIl 

optimized through the optimization problem ((9p2). 

II. R3T/OV-CDMA 

From Chapter 2, we know that the system throughput under the R3T is computed as [25] 

L 
e(K ,A,t,r ,L)=r(K) ()( )( { . 

j j . 0 O, j j L+ l-~,j min{t,L}-l L-min{t,L/2} C, j 

(C.lO) 

where r . (K) can be obtained such that the following condition is satisfied: 
O, j j 

Kj [ L+(1-~, j )(min{t , L}-I)(L-min{t, L/2})J= 

l () P . I-p f [ 
rD,] 2tL l-~,j +(2t+2L-1)~,j + ;; +A(t-l)~~']+r- 1 A(l~ pJ f r ~,] j 

(C.II) 
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where 

and AP . ·r ·r . 
C, ) 0 0 , ) 

The deJay is given by 

(C.l2) 

where (Kj . A) is the average offered traffic of cJass-j. 

Notice that, in this case the average transmission probability is compJex to represent 

expJicitly. However, having optimized K j' satisfying (C.ll), (C.l 0) is equivalent to 

L Bj = K . x (a certain factor )x ~ j 
) L+(1-~,j)(min{t,L}-1)(L-min{t,L/2}) , 

(C.13) 
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